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ABSTRACT

Effects of EGR, Water/N₂/CO₂ Injection and Oxygen Enrichment on the Availability Destroyed due to Combustion for a Range of Conditions and Fuels. (August 2007)

Hari Shanker Sivadas, B.S. Mechanical Engineering, Anna University
Chair of Advisory Committee: Dr. Jerald A. Caton

This study was directed at examining the effects of exhaust gas recirculation (EGR), water/N₂/CO₂ injections and oxygen enrichment on availability destroyed because of combustion in simple systems like those of constant pressure and constant volume.

Higher cooled EGR fractions lead to higher availability destruction for reactant temperatures less than 2000 K. The availability destroyed for 40% EGR at 300 K for constant pressure and constant volume combustion was 36% and 33%, respectively. Neglecting the chemical availability in the products, the equivalence ratio and reactant temperature that corresponded to the lowest availability destruction varied from 0.8 to 1.0 and 800 K to 1300 K, respectively, depending on the EGR fraction. The fraction of the reactant availability destroyed increased with the complexity of the fuel. The trends stayed the same for the different EGR fractions for the eight fuels that were analyzed.

Higher injected water fractions lead to higher availability destruction for reactant temperatures less than 1000 K. The availability destroyed for a 40% injected water fraction at 300 K for constant pressure combustion was 36%. The product temperature ranged from 2300 K to 450 K at a reactant temperature of 300 K for injected fractions from 0% to 90%. For a 40% injected fraction at a reactant temperature of 300 K, water injection and cooled EGR resulted in the greatest destruction of availability (about 36%) with CO₂ injection leading to the least destruction (about 32%).

Constant volume combustion destroyed less availability compared to constant pressure combustion at a reactant pressure of 50 kPa. At a higher reactant pressure of 5000 kPa, constant pressure combustion destroyed less availability compared to constant volume combustion for reactant temperatures past 1000 K. Higher fractions of oxygen in the inlet lead to higher product temperatures that lead to lower availability destruction. For 40% oxygen in inlet, the product temperature increased to 2900 K and the availability destroyed dropped to 25% at a reactant temperature of 300 K for constant pressure combustion.
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NOMENCLATURE

\( (F : A)_{\text{ Actual}} \) Actual fuel air ratio

\( a \) Number of moles of fuel

\( a_1 \) Coefficient 1 for least square polynomial fit for determining thermodynamic properties

\( a_2 \) Coefficient 2 for least square polynomial fit for determining thermodynamic properties

\( a_3 \) Coefficient 3 for least square polynomial fit for determining thermodynamic properties

\( a_4 \) Coefficient 4 for least square polynomial fit for determining thermodynamic properties

\( a_5 \) Coefficient 5 for least square polynomial fit for determining thermodynamic properties

\( a_6 \) Coefficient 6 for least square polynomial fit for determining thermodynamic properties

\( a_7 \) Coefficient 7 for least square polynomial fit for determining thermodynamic properties

\( A_{\text{ Abs}} \) Absolute availability

\( A_{\text{ Abs, f}} \) Absolute flow availability

\( A_{\text{ CA}} \) Total chemical availability

\( A_{\text{ Dest}} \) Availability destroyed

\( A_{\text{ Diffusive}} \) Diffusive chemical availability

\( A_{\text{ Products}} \) Total availability of the products

\( A_{\text{ Reactants}} \) Total availability of the reactants

\( A_{\text{ Reactive}} \) Reactive chemical availability

\( A_{\text{ Ref}}^0 \) Reference availability

\( A_{\text{ Ref, f}}^0 \) Reference flow availability

\( A_{\text{ TMA}} \) Thermo-mechanical availability of system
\( A_{TMA, f} \)  
Flow Thermo-mechanical availability of system

\( A_{Total} \)  
Total availability of the system

\( A_{Total, f} \)  
Total flow availability of system

\( A_W \)  
Availability due to work performed

\( A_T \)  
Availability due to heat transfer

\( b \)  
Number of moles of air

\( b_1 \)  
Coefficient 8 for least square polynomial fit for determining thermodynamic properties

\( b_2 \)  
Coefficient 9 for least square polynomial fit for determining thermodynamic properties

\( c_p \)  
Molar constant pressure specific heat

\( EGR\% \)  
EGR Fraction

\( f_{O_2} \)  
Mole fraction of oxygen in atmosphere

\( \Delta G \)  
Change in Gibbs energy associated with a reaction

\( gr \)  
Graphite

\( H \)  
Enthalpy of system

\( h_{A/F} \)  
Specific enthalpy of Air/Fuel stream

\( h_{EGR} \)  
Specific enthalpy of EGR stream

\( h_{inlet} \)  
Total specific enthalpy of inlet stream

\( h_k \)  
Molar specific enthalpy of species \( k \)

\( Injected\% \)  
Fraction of species injected

\( m_{A/F} \)  
Mass of Air/Fuel stream

\( m_{EGR} \)  
Mass of EGR

\( m_{Injected} \)  
Mass of species injected

\( m_{Inlet} \)  
Total inlet mass
Molecular weight of mixture returned by CEA

$M_k$ Molecular weight of species ‘$k$’

MW Molecular weight of mixture including condensed species

$MW_{Air}$ Molecular weight of air

$MW_{Fuel}$ Molecular weight of fuel

$n$ Number of moles

NG Number of gaseous species in the mixture

NS Total number of species in the mixture (Including condensed species)

$P$ Pressure

$\bar{R}$ Universal gas constant

$s_k$ Molar specific entropy of species $k$

$S$ Entropy of system

$T$ Temperature

$U$ Internal energy of system

$u_{A/F}$ Specific internal energy of Air/Fuel stream

$u_{EGR}$ Specific internal energy of EGR stream

$u_{inlet}$ Total specific internal energy of inlet stream

$u_k$ Molar specific internal energy of species $k$

$V$ Volume

$x$ Number of atoms of carbon per fuel molecule

$y$ Number of atoms of hydrogen per fuel molecule

$y_k$ Mole fraction of species $k$

$z$ Number of atoms of oxygen per fuel molecule

Greek symbols

$\phi$ Equivalence ratio
\( \mu \) Chemical potential

**Superscripts**

0 Restricted dead state conditions

**Subscripts**

0 Reference (atmospheric) conditions

\( k \) species index
I. INTRODUCTION

Most of our energy needs today are being met by the combustion of fossil fuels to convert the chemical energy in them into a more useful form. This is evident in energy conversion devices like gas turbines and internal combustion engines.

The combustion process is inherently irreversible due to the presence of a large number of property gradients and this essentially limits the amount of the chemical energy originally present in the fuel that can be converted into work. The first law of thermodynamics quantifies the various energy interactions in a process. The second law attributes a quality to the energy interactions and limits the maximum amount of useful work that can be extracted from a system.

This study aims at isolating the amount of work potential or availability that is lost during the combustion process. All other forms of availability transfer have been ignored to isolate the effect of combustion on the availability destroyed. Only simple combustion systems, like constant pressure and constant volume, have been considered here to conduct the second law analysis. Although this is not a true representation of the combustion systems in actual engines and gas turbines, it does provide a good understanding of the inherent irreversibilities associated with the combustion process and aims at quantifying the availability that is lost.

Availability or Exergy

Availability or Exergy represents the work potential of any system as it comes into equilibrium with the environment. No system can extract work greater than the availability of the system without violating the second law of thermodynamics. The total availability of the system is split into the thermo-mechanical component and the chemical component. The thermo-mechanical component represents the availability that can be extracted from a system as it comes into thermal and mechanical equilibrium with the ambient. The ambient temperature and pressure values in this study are 298.15 K and 101.325 kPa, respectively.

This state of thermal and mechanical equilibrium with the environment is called the ‘Restricted Dead State’. At this point, the temperature and pressure is the same as the ambient but the chemical composition might not necessarily be the same as the ambient. Hence there is still a possibility of utilizing the chemical work potential of the species, now at the restricted dead state. This can be done in two steps.

This thesis follows the style and format of Energy.
First, the chemical species are converted into species present in the ambient through a series of oxidation/reduction reactions at the restricted dead state. Secondly, there could still be a concentration gradient between the species and this can be equalized through the use of semi-permeable membranes and work may be gained or required during this process. The first step in extracting the chemical potential of the species can be a significant number especially at richer equivalence ratios, but the second step usually represents a very small work potential.

The absolute thermo-mechanical availability is defined as:

\[
(A_{\text{Abs}}) = U - T_0S + P_0V \quad (1.1)
\]

\[
(A_{\text{Abs}, f}) = H - T_0S \quad (1.2)
\]

where, \(U\), \(H\), \(S\) and \(V\) are the system internal energy, enthalpy, entropy and volume and \(T_0\) and \(P_0\) are the ambient temperature and pressure, respectively.

The total thermo-mechanical availability is limited by the availability of the ambient (restricted dead state), i.e. the availability of the species under consideration at the ambient conditions. Hence the total thermo-mechanical availability of a system as it comes into temperature and pressure based equilibrium with the ambient is defined as,

\[
(A_{\text{TMA}}) = (U - U^0) - T_0(S - S^0) + P_0(V - V^0) \quad (1.3)
\]

\[
(A_{\text{TMA}, f}) = (H - H^0) - T_0(S - S^0) \quad (1.4)
\]

where, \(U^0\), \(H^0\), \(S^0\) and \(V^0\) are the system internal energy, enthalpy, entropy and volume at the ambient conditions.

The chemical component of availability that can be extracted by converting all the species present into species in the ambient is called the ‘Reactive chemical availability’ and the chemical component of availability that can be extracted by equalizing the concentration gradients is called the ‘Diffusive chemical availability’ and is again dependent on the composition of the ambient.

\[
(A_{\text{Reactive}}) = \sum_{k=1}^{n} \Delta G_k^0 \quad (1.5)
\]

where, \(\Delta G_k^0\) is the change in Gibbs free energy as the species gets converted into species in the ambient.
\[ A_{\text{Diffusive}} = \sum_{k=1}^{n} n_k \bar{R}T_0 \ln \frac{y_k^0}{y_{k0}} \]  

(1.6)

where, \( y_k^0 \) is the mole fraction of the species ‘\( k \)’ in the restricted dead state and \( y_{k0} \) is the mole fraction of the species ‘\( k \)’ in the ambient.

The total availability of the system is now represented as follows:

\[ A_{\text{Total}} = A_{\text{TMA}} + A_{\text{Reactive}} + A_{\text{Diffusive}} \]  

(1.7)

\[ A_{\text{Total}} = (U - U^0) - T_0 (S - S^0) + \sum_{k=1}^{n} \Delta G_k^0 + \sum_{k=1}^{n} n_k \bar{R}T_0 \ln \frac{y_k^0}{y_{k0}} \]  

(1.8)

(Closed System)

\[ A_{\text{Total}, f} = (H - H^0) - T_0 (S - S^0) + \sum_{k=1}^{n} \Delta G_k^0 + \sum_{k=1}^{n} n_k \bar{R}T_0 \ln \frac{y_k^0}{y_{k0}} \]  

(1.9)

(Open System)

**Description of Following Sections**

Section II, Literature Review, outlines some of the previous work done in applying the second law to both simple combustion systems and engines. It also reviews some of the previous work done on studying processes like exhaust gas recirculation, water injection, and oxygen enrichment. It describes the motivations and objectives of the current study.

Section III, Development of the Model, describes the constant pressure and constant volume combustion models and outlines the steps involved in the availability analysis. It also lists the different assumptions and approximations of the model. The NASA Lewis polynomial coefficients used in determining the thermodynamic properties are also described. The different sub routines in the main program dealing with the simulations of processes like exhaust gas recirculation, water injection, and oxygen enrichment are also explained.

Section IV, Results and Discussion, presents the results of the availability analysis for the cooled EGR and the water injection processes. The availability analysis for the cooled EGR case was done for both the constant pressure and constant volume combustion systems. The water injection case was limited to the constant pressure combustion case. A section comparing the
cooled EGR and water/CO$_2$/N$_2$ injections for a constant pressure combustion system is included. The constant pressure and constant volume combustion systems are also compared as part of the results.

Section V, Summary and Conclusion, provides a brief summary and conclusion of the results obtained.

Appendix I, includes the results obtained for the comparison between the frozen and non-frozen cases of cooled EGR along with the results for adiabatic EGR, oxygen enrichment and condensed species equilibrium cases for a constant pressure combustion system. The results presented in section IV and appendix I were arrived at through a comprehensive parametric analysis involving variation of parameters like equivalence ratio, EGR and injection fractions, reactant temperature and the type of fuel.

Appendix II, III and IV lists the NASA Lewis polynomial coefficients for different fuels, composition of the ambient assumed in the model, and the availability values of the different fuels respectively.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW

Review of Previous Work

This section is divided into two parts. The first part deals with the review of studies undertaken with regards to the application of the second law to simulation of simple combustion systems and engines. The second part deals with the review of studies into techniques like exhaust gas recirculation, water injection, and oxygen enrichment.

Second law analysis is an extremely powerful tool when it comes to identifying the sources of irreversibility (loss of availability) in a system. Most studies of thermal systems like combustion engines, gas turbines and power plants have been based on first law analysis. The first law essentially lets one quantify the various energy interactions in the system but does not take into consideration a vital aspect of those energy terms, i.e. the *quality* of the energy. A second law analysis, on the other hand, does incorporate the *quality* aspect of the energy, and hence, gives a better assessment of the efficiency of the system.

In the past, work has been done with regards to applying the second law analysis to both spark ignition and compression ignition engine simulations. A thorough summary of the important studies undertaken in this area has been done by Caton [1] and Rakopoulos and Giakoumis [2]. The latter study also includes the summary of the second law analysis done on turbocharged and naturally aspirated engines, direct or indirect compressions ignition engines and also for steady state and transient engine operations.

Some of the past second law analysis studies have disregarded the chemical availability aspect when performing the availability balance. This is not a complete representation of the second law efficiency. Van Gerpen and Shapiro [3] considered the effect of the chemical availability when performing the second law analysis. They performed a second law analysis for a diesel engine using a single zone combustion model. The availability was split into thermo-mechanical and chemical availabilities. They found that the contribution of the chemical availability was significant when richer equivalence ratios were considered (as high as 90% of the total availability at an equivalence ratio of 2.0). Van Gerpen and Shapiro [4] also conducted a second law analysis for both spark ignition and compression ignition engines using a two zone combustion model. The thermo-mechanical and the chemical availabilities were considered separately in both the burned and the unburned zones. Again they found that the contribution of the chemical availability was significant at the richer equivalence ratios in both the unburned and burned zones for the spark ignition engine and in the burned zone for the compression ignition engine. This was mainly due to the presence of a large amount of species like CO and H₂ which
are not present in the reference state, and hence, need to be converted to the reference species before performing a mass exchange with the ambient to equalize the concentrations.

Daw et al. [5] studied an isobaric combustion process with preheating of the fuel and air separately using the energy in the flue gas resulting from the combustion of the fuel and air. They found that the preheating of the fuel and air reduced the combustion irreversibility. Also, the combustion itself was modified to occur progressively and at elevated temperatures thus reducing the irreversibility generated. The flue gas generated still had some unreacted fuel and air. The flue gas at an elevated temperature transfers its energy in a counter flow heat exchanger to the incoming fuel and air streams, thereby preheating them. The flue gas continues to react, converting the remaining fuel and air to products in the preheater. Hence, the combustion occurs progressively and at elevated temperatures reducing the irreversibility. The effect of preheater non idealities was also considered on the availability efficiency which is defined as the ratio of the availability of the hot flue gas to the original fuel availability.

Dunbar and Lior [6] studied the irreversibility of constant pressure combustion in an adiabatic chamber. The main objective of their study was to isolate the irreversibility produced during combustion in three parts: namely due to mixing, internal thermal energy exchange and fuel oxidation. Hydrogen and methane were analyzed as fuels. They suggested four different paths for the constant pressure combustion in an adiabatic chamber. In each of these paths, the irreversibility generated due to mixing, internal thermal energy exchange and fuel oxidation were determined separately. They found that the maximum amount of irreversibility generated during the combustion process was due to the internal thermal energy exchange process for all the four paths considered. Also they noted that with increase in reactant temperature, the irreversibility decreased. They also looked at the possibility of a reversible combustion process by preheating the fuel and air streams to equilibrium temperature and partial pressures without allowing for any chemical reactions. This is not a practical scenario as there are difficulties related to making sure that a chemical reaction does not take place during the preheating process and also material constraints are an issue due to the high equilibrium temperatures after the preheat stage.

Caton [7] conducted a second law analysis for constant volume combustion in an adiabatic chamber with iso octane as fuel. The effects of reactant temperature, pressure and equivalence ratio on the percentage availability destroyed was determined. Both a frozen and an equilibrium set of products were considered in determining the percentage availability destroyed. He found that the reactant temperature was the most significant parameter and an increase in its value led to a significant decrease in the percentage availability destroyed. The reactant pressure had a minimal effect on the availability destruction value. The equivalence ratio was another
significant parameter that affected the value of the percentage availability destroyed. An increase in the equivalence ratio, up to a stoichiometric ratio, led to a sharp decrease in the availability destroyed. In this study [7], the chemical availability aspect was neglected.

Chavannavar [8] conducted a second law analysis for constant pressure, volume and temperature combustion cases in an adiabatic chamber for eight different fuels. He studied the effect of the reactant temperature, pressure and equivalence ratio on the percentage availability destroyed. In this study the chemical availability aspect was considered when performing the availability balance and hence represents a truer picture. The chemical availability was divided into ‘Reactive’ and ‘Diffusive’ chemical availabilities. He found that the reactant temperature was again the significant parameter affecting the percentage availability destroyed. Increase in the reactant temperature led to a sharp fall in the destruction value. The effect of the reactant pressure was modest. The equivalence ratio was also a significant parameter in determining the percentage availability destroyed. Two separate cases were considered, one where the chemical availability in the products was considered as useful and another where it was neglected. The availability destroyed increased with decrease in the equivalence ratio from stoichiometric for both cases. For the rich zone, the former case led to a fall in the destruction value and the latter case led to a rise in the destruction value. Hydrogen and acetylene were found to destroy the least availability followed by the alkanes and alcohols. He also studied the effect of reactant dissociation on the availability destroyed. A regression analysis was also conducted with the destruction term as the dependent parameter and the reactant temperature, lower heating value of the fuel and the number atoms in the fuel molecule as the independent parameters. Lastly, the results were compared to the previous work done in this area.

Rakopoulos and Kyritsis [9] conducted a second law analysis to study the effect of the enrichment of natural gas (CH₄) and landfill gas (CH₄ diluted with about 40% CO₂) with hydrogen. The combustion of the hydrogen enriched mixture led to a decrease in the irreversibility generated. This agrees with the lower values of availability destruction obtained for hydrogen combustion in some of the previous works mentioned. Extending the availability analysis to different fuels, Rakopoulos and Kyritsis [10] conducted a second law analysis using methane, dodecane and methanol as fuels in a Lister LV1, four stroke, direct injected, naturally aspirated and air cooled diesel engine. They found that the irreversibility generated due to combustion was the highest for dodecane and correspondingly lower for methane. This also agrees with the findings in the study conducted by Chavannavar [8]. The difference observed was in the case of methanol which destroyed the least availability in this case when compared to Chavannavar [8]. The reason attributed to this was the lower entropy generated for methanol during combustion and a higher injected fuel availability.
With the ever more stringent emission regulations for both on road and off road engines, the need to look at technologies aimed at achieving reductions in pollutants like NOx, CO, HC and PM have become vitally important. Two of the techniques used widely to achieve a reduction in the emission of the above pollutants, especially NOx, are exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) and water injection. Similarly a technique like oxygen enrichment is beneficial in reducing the HC, CO and PM emissions. Studies into the implementation of EGR for both SI and CI engines have been going on for years. In some cases, EGR has been coupled with water injection to achieve increased reductions in NOx emissions. Almost all studies state the reduced combustion temperatures as the main reason for decreased NOx emissions.

Mitchell et al. [11] simulated an EGR process for an optically accessible direct injected diesel engine. CO2 and N2 were used as inert diluents injected into the engine intake to simulate an EGR process. Again, the main objective of the study was to quantify the NOx emission reductions achieved due to the intake charge dilution by CO2 and N2. Both diluents had the effect of decreasing the concentration of the oxygen in the inlet. CO2 had an additional effect of significantly increasing the specific heat of the inlet mixture thus leading to reduced combustion temperatures and lower NOx emissions.

Ladommatos et al. [12] simulated an EGR process using CO2, N2 and water vapor as inlet charge diluents for a 2.5L, naturally aspirated, direct injected diesel engine. Again, the main effect of the diluents was to reduce the concentration of oxygen in the inlet. CO2, as in the previous study, also led to an increase in the specific heat of the mixture. The dilution of the inlet charge did lead to significant reductions in the NOx emission mainly due to a reduced oxygen concentration leading to increased ignition delays and lower combustion temperatures. The temperature of the diluted inlet mixture was also increased to simulate a hot EGR process. This offset the benefits obtained in the case without the heating of the diluted charge. The hot EGR case led to a decreased inlet charge density, reduced ignition delays and increased combustion temperatures leading to slightly higher NOx emissions. The case where water vapor was used as an inlet charge diluent represents a water injection system. It can be seen that the main effect with injecting the water is again to reduce the NOx emissions by lowering the combustion temperatures.

Jacobs et al. [13] studied the effects of a cooled EGR setup in a 6 cylinder (inline), 12.5L, Detroit diesel series 60 engine retrofitted with a variable geometry turbocharger (VGT), EGR valve, EGR cooler, EGR mixer and an electronic control module capable of controlling both the EGR and the VGT flow rates. The main objective of the study was to determine the effects of the cooled EGR – VGT setup on fuel economy, NOx emissions, engine performance and system
heat rejection. Engine tests were conducted to simulate 3 different sets of driving conditions. All 3 sets showed an adverse effect on brake thermal efficiency with increasing rates of EGR. The fraction of work loss alternated between combustion work loss and pumping loss associated with the transportation of the exhaust gas mixture to the inlet based on the test conditions. The air/fuel ratio also continually decreased with increase in the EGR fraction but did not have a considerable effect on the ignition delay. This was mainly due to the increase in the inlet charge temperature at higher EGR fractions due to inefficient EGR cooling. The NOx emissions showed a decrease with increase in the EGR fraction and the main reason attributed to this was the lower combustion temperatures due to charge dilution leading to an increase in the specific heat capacity of the inlet charge as indicated by Ladommatos et al. [12] and Mitchell et al. [11]. The lowering of oxygen concentration in the inlet charge and the dissociation effects of the molecules in the EGR stream had a minimal effect on reducing NOx emissions. Lastly, the increased EGR fractions led to a greater amount of overall heat rejection mainly due to the EGR cooling.

Previous studies on the use of EGR mainly focused on its effect on NOx emissions. Caton [14] studied the effects of ‘cooled’ and ‘adiabatic’ EGR processes for an SI engine from a second law perspective. He found that the NOx emissions decreased considerably with increasing levels of EGR and this was again attributed to the lower combustion temperatures which are consistent with the previous studies. But more importantly, he quantified the availability destruction due to combustion, heat transfer to the walls and the availability flowing out through the exhaust for the two EGR cases. The cooled and adiabatic EGR cases showed destruction in availability of about 22.5% and 20.7% for an EGR fraction of 20% at an equivalence ratio of 1.0, MBT spark timing, 1400 rpm and a BMEP of 325 kPa. The lower value in the adiabatic case is due to the higher combustion temperatures as the inlet charge temperature is higher. Conversely, the availability loss due to the heat transfer to the cylinder walls is much higher in the adiabatic case due to the higher combustion temperatures. The cooled EGR case led to a higher loss in availability through the exhaust as the temperature difference between the inlet charge temperature and the exhaust temperature is much higher in the cooled EGR case when compared to the adiabatic EGR case. Caton [14] also simulated an ‘Oxygen Enrichment’ case by increasing the percentage of the inlet charge oxygen. This led to a sharp decrease in the availability destroyed due to combustion as the combustion temperatures increased.

Motivations for the Current Study

Although much work has been completed using second law analysis and in the simulation of techniques like EGR, water injection and oxygen enrichment, they have been mainly exclusive of each other. Hence, there existed a need for an analysis that studied the effects of
processes like EGR, water injection and oxygen enrichment from a second law perspective to quantify the availability destroyed due to combustion due to the above mentioned processes.

Also, most of the second law analysis studies done so far have concentrated on a limited number of fuels. Chavannavar [8] did look at a set of different fuels from a second law perspective and the same sets of fuels have been analyzed here.

In all the second law analyses completed so far with equilibrium products of combustion, condensed species were never included in the list of product species to be considered while calculating the equilibrium composition. There was a possibility of the presence of ‘Solid Carbon’ (modeled as soot) under certain rich operating conditions. Hence, there was a need to include the solid species as part of the products while calculating the equilibrium composition and also to study the effect of its presence on the percentage availability destroyed due to combustion. The results are included in appendix I.

A majority of the second law analyses have neglected the chemical availability while computing the availability destroyed due to combustion and this represents an inaccurate picture especially under certain rich operating conditions. Hence this study looked at including both the reactive and diffusive chemical availabilities to compute the availability destroyed due to combustion.

Objectives

The main objective of this work was to study the effects of exhaust gas recirculation, water injection and oxygen enrichment on the efficiency of the combustion process. This was done by performing a second law analysis to calculate the percentage of availability destroyed during the combustion process. A constant enthalpy-pressure and constant internal energy-volume combustion processes were considered to perform the second law analysis.

The availability analysis was completed by varying parameters like reactant temperature, EGR and injected fractions, equivalence ratios and the type of fuel burnt. Extending the analysis to cover a range of hydrocarbon fuels along with hydrogen and alcohols was one of the goals of this work.

The inclusion of the chemical availability in the second law analysis was another objective of this study. It was shown that the chemical availability is a significant factor at the rich
equivalence ratios and hence its inclusion represented a complete picture when calculating the percentage availability destroyed.

Lastly, the study also looked at comparing the constant pressure and the constant volume combustion systems. The efficiency of each system was found to be dependent on the operating parameters chosen.

It is hoped that the work done here will aid in obtaining a better understanding of the combustion process and the associated irreversibilities to design more efficient combustion systems in the future.
III. DEVELOPMENT OF THE MODEL

The following section describes the model that was developed to compute the availability destroyed in the combustion process. This section is again divided into two parts, with the first part describing the formulation of the basic model for computing the availability destroyed due to the combustion process. This required the various thermodynamic properties of the reactant and product mixtures to be determined to compute the destruction of availability. The second part of this section describes the different subroutines in the main model which can be invoked by the user to study the effects of EGR, water injection, oxygen enrichment, and presence of condensed species on the availability destroyed due to combustion.

**Computation of ‘Availability Destroyed’**

The thermodynamic parameters were determined using the “7+2” NASA Lewis polynomial coefficients [15] which were developed as the least square fits to the data generated at the NASA Glenn research center. A compilation of the Lewis polynomial coefficients for common fuels have been included in appendix II. The various equations for determining the thermodynamic properties have been listed below and the coefficient values can be plugged into the equations to obtain the properties.

**Heat Capacity**

\[
\frac{c_p}{R} = a_1 T^{-2} + a_2 T^{-1} + a_3 + a_4 T + a_5 T^2 + a_6 T^3 + a_7 T^4
\]  
(3.1)

**Enthalpy**

\[
\frac{h(T)}{RT} = -a_1 T^{-2} + a_2 T^{-1} \ln T + a_3 + a_4 \frac{T}{2} + a_5 \frac{T^2}{3} + a_6 \frac{T^3}{4} + a_7 \frac{T^4}{5} + \frac{b_1}{T}
\]  
(3.2)

**Entropy**

\[
\frac{s(T)}{R} = -a_1 \frac{T^{-2}}{2} - a_2 T^{-1} + a_3 \ln T + a_4 T + a_5 \frac{T^2}{2} + a_6 \frac{T^3}{3} + a_7 \frac{T^4}{4} + b_2
\]  
(3.3)

The updated coefficients are available on the NASA Glenn website [16].

The program that was developed interfaced with the NASA ‘Complex Equilibrium Compositions and Applications’ (CEA) developed by Gordan and McBride [17] to determine the equilibrium composition and the required thermodynamic properties at the various temperatures and pressures.
The main program generated the appropriate input file for the CEA to calculate the thermodynamic properties and the equilibrium composition and read the output file generated by the CEA with the calculated product properties and equilibrium composition. The CEA program required the input conditions to be fixed depending on the mode of combustion being considered. The conditions that were fixed in this study were as follows:

- Specified temperature and pressure (TP)
- Specified internal energy and volume (UV) (Closed system)
- Specified enthalpy and pressure (HP) (Open system)

The main program also required a database of the availabilities of the various chemical species. These were computed using the Gibbs free energy values for simple combustion reactions occurring at ambient conditions. The ambient atmospheric composition considered for this study is included in appendix III. The Gibbs free energy values, taken from Moran and Shapiro [18] and Annamalai and Puri [19] are included in appendix IV. These values can be altered by the user.

Assumptions of the Model

1. Adiabatic combustion conditions were assumed for the constant volume and constant pressure combustion systems.
2. The analysis was done using the ideal gas model.
3. It was assumed that the products of combustion have enough time to attain the equilibrium composition.
4. The temperature and pressure distribution was assumed as uniform (Single zone)
5. No work transfer to or from the system.

Preliminary Calculations

Input parameters for the program included the type of fuel, initial and final reactant temperature and pressure, temperature and pressure increments, mode of combustion, type of combustion products desired, and equivalence ratio. The program handles fuels of the form \( \text{C}_x\text{H}_y\text{O}_z \).

The program first calculated the total number of moles in the reactant mixture using the ideal gas equation:

\[
P V = n \bar{R} T
\]  
(3.4)
where, $P$ is the system pressure, $V$ is the system volume, $T$ is the system temperature, $n$ is the number of moles of reactants, and $\bar{R}$ is the universal gas constant.

A general combustion reaction is as follows:

$$a(C_\text{x}H_\text{y}O_\text{z}) + b(\text{Air}) \rightarrow \text{PRODUCTS} \quad (3.5)$$

where, ‘$a$’ and ‘$b$’ are the number of moles of fuel and air respectively. Initially the program assumed the number of moles of fuel as 1.0 and computed the required stoichiometric amount of air moles needed for complete combustion of the fuel.

$$b = (2ax + \frac{ay}{2} - az)^* \frac{1}{2} f_{O_2} \quad (3.6)$$

where, $f_{O_2}$ is the oxygen fraction in the atmosphere.

The oxygen fraction corresponds to the standard atmospheric composition described in the appendix. These fractions can be altered by the user.

Knowing the air and fuels moles along with the equivalence ratio, the actual air fuel ratio on the mass basis was computed.

$$\left( F : A \right)_{\text{Actual}} = \frac{a * MW_{\text{Fuel}} * \phi}{b * MW_{\text{Air}}} \quad (3.7)$$

where, $MW_{\text{Fuel}}$ and $MW_{\text{Air}}$ are the molecular weight of the fuel and air respectively and $\phi$ is the equivalence ratio.

Knowing the actual fuel air ratio, the actual number of moles of fuel and air were determined.
Calculation of Reactant and Product Mixture Properties and Associated Availabilities

The required reactant mixture enthalpy and internal energy were calculated as follows:

\[ H = \sum_{k=1}^{n} n_k h_k(T) \]  
\[ U = \sum_{k=1}^{n} n_k u_k(T) \]

The reactant mixture entropy was calculated after taking into account the partial pressures of the various species in the reactant mixture before summing the individual entropies of the reactant species.

\[ S = \sum_{k=1}^{n} n_k \left[ s_k(T) - \frac{R \ln y_k}{T} \right] \]

where, \( s_k \) is the absolute molar specific entropy of species ‘ \( k \) ’ at temperature T and \( y_k \) is the mole fraction of species ‘ \( k \) ’ in the mixture.

Once the thermodynamic properties were determined, the associated reactant absolute thermo-mechanical availabilities were computed.

**(Closed System)**

\[ A_{Abs} = U - T_0 S + P_0 V \]  \( (3.11) \)

**(Open System)**

\[ A_{Abs,f} = H - T_0 S \]  \( (3.12) \)

To calculate the total thermo-mechanical availability of the reactant stream, the reference availabilities at the restricted dead state were determined.

**(Closed System)**

\[ A_{Ref}^0 = U^0 - T_0 S^0 + P_0 V^0 \]  \( (3.13) \)

**(Open System)**

\[ A_{Ref,f}^0 = H^0 - T_0 S^0 \]  \( (3.14) \)

Hence the total thermo-mechanical availability of the system was calculated as follows:

**(Closed System)**

\[ A_{TMA} = (U - U^0) - T_0 (S - S^0) + P_0 (V - V^0) \]  \( (3.15) \)

**(Open System)**

\[ A_{TMA,f} = (H - H^0) - T_0 (S - S^0) \]  \( (3.16) \)
Additionally, this study included the chemical availability component into the calculation of the availability destroyed during the combustion process. The chemical availability was split into two parts in this study. The ‘Reactive chemical availability’ represented the change in the Gibbs energy due to the oxidation/reduction of the fuel/product species and the ‘Diffusive chemical availability’ was the work potential that can be extracted as the various species reaches an equilibrium state in terms of concentration with the species in the ambient. The ‘Reactive chemical availability’ on the reactant side was accounted for by the incoming fuel availability and on the product side was calculated by computing the change in Gibbs energy as the incomplete product species was converted into species present in the ambient through oxidation or reduction chemical reactions.

The ‘Reactive chemical availability’ term was calculated as follows:

\[ A_{\text{reactive}} = \sum_{k=1}^{n} \Delta G_k^0 \]  

(3.17)

The ‘Diffusive chemical availability’ term was calculated as follows:

\[ A_{\text{diffusive}} = \sum_{k=1}^{n} n_k \bar{R} T_0 \ln \frac{y_k^0}{y_{k0}} \]  

(3.18)

The net chemical availability of the reactants is thus the summation of the reactive and diffusive chemical availabilities and it represents the change in chemical potential of the chemical species as they got converted into species in the ambient.

\[ A_{CA} = A_{\text{reactive}} + A_{\text{diffusive}} \]  

(3.19)

\[ A_{CA} = \sum_{k=1}^{n} n_k (\mu_k^0 - \mu_{k,0}) \]  

(3.20)

where, \( \mu_k^0 \) and \( \mu_{k,0} \) are the chemical potentials of the species at the restricted dead state and the ambient respectively.

The above equation upon simplification yields the following summation for the total chemical availability of the system.

\[ A_{CA} = \sum_{k=1}^{n} \Delta G_k^0 + \sum_{k=1}^{n} n_k \bar{R} T_0 \ln \frac{y_k^0}{y_{k0}} \]  

(3.21)
The total availability of the reactant mixture was calculated as follows:

\[ A_{\text{Total}} = A_{\text{TMA}} + A_{\text{Reactive}} + A_{\text{Diffusive}} \]  (3.22)

\[ A_{\text{Total}} = (U - U^0) - T_0 (S - S^0) + P_0 (V - V^0) + \sum_{k=1}^{n} \Delta G_k^0 + \sum_{k=1}^{n} n_k R T_0 \ln \frac{y_k^0}{y_{k0}} \]  (3.23)

(Closed System)

\[ A_{\text{Total, f}} = (H - H^0) - T_0 (S - S^0) + \sum_{k=1}^{n} \Delta G_k^0 + \sum_{k=1}^{n} n_k R T_0 \ln \frac{y_k^0}{y_{k0}} \]  (3.24)

(Open System)

The next step involved interfacing the main program with the CEA to determine the equilibrium composition and the thermodynamic properties of the products after combustion. The constant volume combustion process fixed the internal energy and density of the system whereas the constant pressure combustion process fixed the enthalpy and pressure of the system.

This study allowed for both complete and equilibrium products of combustion. The complete products of combustion consisted of the following set of species in the product mixture:

- Carbon dioxide, CO₂
- Water vapor, H₂O
- Nitrogen, N₂
- Oxygen, O₂
- Argon, Ar

The equilibrium products of combustion consisted of the following set of species in the product mixture:

- Carbon dioxide, CO₂
- Carbon monoxide, CO
- Oxygen, O₂
- Oxygen atom, O
- Nitrogen, N₂
- Water vapor, H₂O
- Hydroxyl, OH
Once the product composition and properties are determined from the CEA, a similar procedure is adopted in calculate the product mixture availabilities.

The availability destroyed was calculated as follows:

\[ A_{\text{Dest}} = A_{\text{Reactants}} - A_{\text{Products}} + A_T + A_W \] (3.25)

where, \( A_{\text{Reactants}} \) is the total availability of the reactant mixture, \( A_{\text{Products}} \) is the total availability of the product mixture, \( A_T \) is the availability due to heat transfer to or from the system and \( A_W \) is the availability due to work transfer to or from the system. From the assumptions listed previously, \( A_T \) and \( A_W \) terms are zero for the combustion systems being considered.

The availability destroyed thus reduced to the following expression:

\[ A_{\text{Dest}} = A_{\text{Reactants}} - A_{\text{Products}} \] (3.26)

The percentage destruction of availability due to combustion was calculated as follows:

\[ \% A_{\text{Dest}} = \left[ \frac{A_{\text{Reactants}} - A_{\text{Products}}}{A_{\text{Reactants}}} \right] \times 100 \] (3.27)
Description of Subroutines

The main program performs the availability analysis and the different processes being analyzed were included as subroutines in the main program. The user can invoke any of the subroutines to perform the availability analysis. A brief description of the subroutines is provided.

Cooled EGR

‘Cooled EGR’ refers to a process where a fraction of the exhaust gas is recirculated and cooled to the inlet temperature where it is mixed with the incoming fuel/air stream. The exhaust gas recirculation was done on a mass basis. The EGR fraction was determined using the percentage of the reactant mixture mass that was replaced by the product mixture.

\[ \text{EGR\%} = \frac{m_{\text{EGR}}}{m_{\text{Inlet}}} \times 100 \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.28)

Hence knowing the EGR fraction, the mass of the EGR species was computed. The molar distribution of the product species in the EGR stream was kept the same as the product stream mole fraction of the various species. The fuel and the air moles were adjusted to keep the equivalence ratio constant. The EGR subroutine was run multiple times at a particular set of input conditions for the final product temperature to attain its true value. In most cases the product temperature attained its true value within 5-6 runs.

Adiabatic EGR

‘Adiabatic EGR’ involved transporting the fraction of the exhaust gas adiabatically and mixing it with the incoming fuel/air stream. This involved an additional component, an energy balance equation on the inlet side to calculate the temperature due to the mixing of the EGR and the fuel/air stream. The new ‘Mix Temperature’ was arrived at by an iterative means.

(Open system)

\[ (h_{EGR} \times m_{EGR}) + (h_{A/F} \times m_{A/F}) = (h_{\text{inlet}} \times m_{\text{inlet}}) \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.29)

(Closed system)

\[ (u_{EGR} \times m_{EGR}) + (u_{A/F} \times m_{A/F}) = (u_{\text{inlet}} \times m_{\text{inlet}}) \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.30)

The LHS of equations (3.29) and (3.30) are known and the energy balance is performed iteratively by varying the temperature at which \( h_{\text{inlet}} \) and \( u_{\text{inlet}} \) is calculated. The temperature that satisfies the energy balance is the new ‘Mix Temperature’.
**Oxygen Enrichment**

In this subroutine, the percentage of oxygen in the incoming steam of air was varied depending on the enrichment fraction needed. The nitrogen percentage was correspondingly changed and the percentages of CO$_2$, H$_2$O and Ar were kept constant. With the variation in the oxygen fraction, the fuel moles were altered to keep the equivalence ratio fixed.

**Water/N$_2$/CO$_2$ Injection**

This was based on the 'Cooled EGR' model in that the injection was done on a mass basis and the fuel and air moles were accordingly varied to keep the equivalence ratio constant. The only difference in this case was that since there was no species being recirculated there was not a need for multiple runs at a particular set of input conditions for the product temperature to attain a true value.

\[
\text{Injected\%} = \frac{m_{\text{Injected}}}{m_{\text{p\_i\_let}}} \times 100
\]  \hspace{1cm} (3.31)

**Condensed Species Equilibrium**

Solid carbon, C (gr) was included as a possible product species while preparing the input for the CEA. The main difference in this case was that while calculating the product properties at the restricted dead state with the solid species in the product stream, the corresponding entropy values was calculated for the gaseous species by neglecting the solid species as it does not exert any partial pressure. The CEA program does not return the properties of the solid species at a particular temperature and pressure. Hence the corresponding enthalpy, internal energy and entropy of the solid were calculated separately by reading the corresponding values from a separate file containing the thermodynamic properties of the solid species. The entropy of the solid does not have the partial pressure term that is a part of the gaseous stream calculations.

Also there are two different definitions of molecular weight within the CEA documentation. The difference arises only when condensed species are part of the product mixture. The CEA returns only one of the molecular weights as part of its output. This is outlined in the NASA CEA Analysis documentation by Gordon and McBride [17].
The definition of the molecular weight that the CEA returns as a part of its output is as follows:

\[
M = \frac{\sum_{k=1}^{\text{NS}} n_k M_k}{\sum_{k=1}^{\text{NG}} n_k}
\] (3.32)

where \(M\) is the molecular weight of species \(k\), NS stands for the total number of species in the mixture (including condensed species) and NG stands for only the gaseous species in the mixture.

The second definition for the molecular weight from the CEA documentation is as follows:

\[
\text{MW} = \frac{\sum_{k=1}^{\text{NS}} n_k M_k}{\sum_{k=1}^{\text{NS}} n_k}
\] (3.33)

This definition includes all the species in the mixture in calculating the molecular weight unlike the previous one which ignores the condensed species in the mixture. In cases where there are no condensed species in the mixture, both ‘M’ and ‘MW’ will have the same values.

To calculate the true molecular weight when condensed species are a part of the mixture, the following correction is applied to the molecular weight ‘M’ returned by default by the CEA.

\[
\text{MW} = M \left(1 - \sum_{k=\text{NG}+1}^{\text{NS}} y_k\right)
\] (3.34)

The summation ‘NG + 1’ to ‘NS’ refers to the number of the condensed species present in the mixture and \( y_k \) refers to the mole fraction of the condensed species.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Cooled ‘Exhaust Gas Recirculation’ (EGR)

The following section contains the results obtained by simulating a cooled EGR process for combustion under constant pressure and constant volume conditions. Determining the sensitivity of the percentage of EGR on the availability destroyed is the main aim of the study. EGR involves recycling a fraction of the product species (depending on the EGR %) and replacing some of the inlet charge (fuel + air) with the EGR mixture. The EGR % is defined as the ratio of the mass of the EGR species to the total inlet charge mass. The fuel and air mass are adjusted accordingly to maintain the equivalence ratio constant.

The two variations of the EGR process include a cooled EGR and an adiabatic EGR. The latter has not been discussed here but a section has been included in appendix I. It involves transporting the EGR species adiabatically to the inlet. In such a case the inlet temperature changes as the hot EGR stream mixes with the much cooler inlet fuel and air stream. This is not very beneficial when it comes to implementing it in an actual engine as the increased inlet temperature reduces the volumetric efficiency of the engine.

Fig 1. Cooled EGR Setup
In the cooled EGR case depicted in figure 1, the EGR species are cooled to the inlet temperature, i.e. the incoming fuel/air stream temperature, as it is recycled through the use of a suitable cooling mechanism. The word ‘cooled’ can be misleading as there are cases at very high temperatures (without reactant dissociation) where in some of the reactions tend to be endothermic resulting in a product temperature that is lesser than the inlet temperature. In such cases the product species would have to be heated to the inlet temperature according to the definition of the model. The composition of the EGR species can be assumed to be frozen or dynamically changing (non-frozen) as it is cooled to the inlet temperature. Most of the simulations have been done with the frozen EGR composition. This does not necessarily represent a realistic scenario as the EGR species concentration may change as it is cooled down to the inlet temperature. Hence a comparison between the frozen and the non-frozen cases have been completed and the results obtained have been included in appendix I. In addition, the sensitivity of the EGR process to various fuels has also been studied from a second law perspective by tracking the availability destroyed.

The base case conditions adopted for the simulation include a reactant pressure of 500 kPa, an equivalence ratio of 1.0, and iso octane as the fuel. A temperature range between 300 K and 6000 K is selected to clearly demonstrate the effects of EGR on availability destruction. Sensitivity of the availability destruction to the change in the standard parameters has also been examined. EGR percentages of 0%, 20% and 40% have been studied. The results obtained from the 0% EGR case matches with the ones obtained earlier for a simple constant pressure and constant volume combustion systems. The plot for constant enthalpy, constant pressure combustion is followed by the corresponding plot for the constant internal energy, constant volume combustion.
Fig 2. Percentage availability destroyed for different 'Cooled' EGR fractions as a function of reactant temperature for constant pressure combustion of iso octane.

Fig 3. Percentage availability destroyed for different 'Cooled' EGR fractions as a function of reactant temperature for constant volume combustion of iso octane, reactant pressure of 500 kPa.
Figures 2 and 3 indicate the variation of the percentage of the availability destroyed with reactant temperature. The above cases were for non dissociated reactants with a frozen EGR composition. At lower temperatures the percentage of availability destroyed increases with increasing percentages of EGR. This is due to the fact that product temperatures obtained are correspondingly lower for higher EGR percentages which results in a higher destruction of availability. As far as practical application of the EGR goes, the temperature range of interest is below 1500 K and within this range the availability destroyed is the highest for the highest EGR percentage.

This trend continues until about a reactant temperature of 1700 K after which the curves start coming together. Beyond a reactant temperature of 2500 K, the curves tend to separate with the trend being reversed, i.e. the higher EGR percentages destroy lesser amounts of the original availability. The availability destruction percentages settle down to a value of about 2-3% at the very high temperatures. The trend reversal and the convergence of the curves at similar temperatures is described next.

![Diagram](image-url)

**Fig 4.** Product temperature for different 'Cooled' EGR fractions as a function of reactant temperature for constant pressure combustion of iso octane.
Figures 4 and 5 depict the variation of the product temperature with respect to the reactant temperature. The role played by the product temperature is very crucial at the lower reactant temperatures. The difference in the product temperatures between the 3 EGR cases is the greatest at the lower reactant temperatures. This explains the fact that the higher EGR percentages destroy a much greater amount of availability at these lower temperatures. The product temperatures start coming together after a reactant temperature of about 1700 K. The curves cross over at around 3500 K with the higher EGR percentages showing a greater product temperature. The reason for this is that at such high reactant temperatures, a large amount of chemical availability is brought in through the EGR stream and this adds to the fuel chemical availability. This being the non dissociated case, the product temperatures tend to be lower than the reactant temperatures beyond reactant temperatures past about 3500 K. Hence the products have to be heated up to the reactant temperature and this also increases the incoming EGR stream availability. Hence combustion of the high reactive chemical availability species in the EGR stream causes the product temperature to be higher for the higher EGR percentage case when compared the lower ones.
Fig 6. Product availability for different ‘Cooled’ EGR fractions as a function of reactant temperature for constant pressure combustion of iso octane.

Fig 7. Product availability for different ‘Cooled’ EGR fractions as a function of reactant temperature for constant volume combustion of iso octane, reactant pressure of 500 kPa.
Figures 6 and 7 indicate the variation of the product availability with reactant temperature for the 3 EGR cases. Again, the differences between the product availabilities are the greatest at the lower reactant temperatures due to the low product temperatures and they start coming closer after about 1700 K owing to the decrease in the difference between the reactant and product temperatures. The rate of increase of the product availability is faster for the higher EGR percentages.

Fig 8. Reactant availability for different 'Cooled' EGR fractions as a function of reactant temperature for constant pressure combustion of iso octane.
Figures 8 and 9 indicate the variation of the reactant availability with reactant temperature for the 3 EGR cases. Again it is seen that the reactant availabilities start to come together after a temperature of about 1700 K. This is due to the fact that a larger amount reactive chemical availability is added to the higher EGR percentages which bring the curves together. The curves again cross over at around 3500 K beyond which the reactive chemical availability added to the inlet stream for the higher EGR percentages is high enough to compensate for the lower fuel availability in the higher EGR cases thus causing the net reactant availability to be greater in the higher EGR percentage cases at those higher temperatures. The fact that the products need to be heated up to the reactant temperature, beyond reactant temperatures past 3500 K also increases the incoming EGR stream availability thus causing the crossover. The rate of increase of the reactant availability is faster for the higher EGR percentages.
Fig 10. Percentage of reactant availability converted into product thermo-mechanical availability for different ‘Cooled’ EGR fractions as a function of reactant temperature for constant pressure combustion of iso octane.

Fig 11. Percentage of reactant availability converted into product thermo-mechanical availability for different ‘Cooled’ EGR fractions as a function of reactant temperature for constant volume combustion of iso octane, reactant pressure of 500 kPa.
Figures 10 and 11 indicate the variation of the percentage of the original reactant availability that is converted to product thermo-mechanical availability. The rate at which the destruction curve drops off is directly related to the rate at which the original reactant availability is converted into product thermo-mechanical availability. The higher EGR fractions have a faster rate of conversion as seen from the slope of the curves associated with the higher EGR fractions. This effect can also be gauged from figures 4 and 5 where the rate of increase of the product temperature is a lot faster for the curves associated with the higher EGR fractions. The curves in figures 10 and 11 reaches a peak and then starts falling indicating that the amount of the original reactant availability converted to product thermo-mechanical availability now decreases and more and more of the original reactant availability is now being retained in the chemical form in the products. The point of inflection also shifts to the right for the higher EGR fractions and this is expected because of the higher reactant temperatures that are needed for the reactive chemical availability in the products to become significant. As more and more of the original reactant availability is retained in the chemical form in the products, the destruction curves tend to flatten out. Preserving the availability in the chemical form leads to lesser alteration in the value of the availability destroyed.

Hence, the faster rate of conversion of the original reactant availability into product thermo-mechanical availability in the cases with a higher EGR fraction leads to a faster drop in the destruction curve with increase in reactant temperature. Beyond a certain reactant temperature, the higher EGR fractions tend to destroy lesser amounts of availability.
Fig 12. Percentage availability destroyed for different ‘Cooled’ EGR fractions as a function of equivalence ratio for constant pressure combustion of iso octane, reactant temperature of 300 K.

Fig 13. Percentage availability destroyed for different ‘Cooled’ EGR fractions as a function of equivalence ratio for constant volume combustion of iso octane, reactant pressure of 500 kPa and reactant temperature of 300 K.
Figures 12 and 13 indicate the variation of the destruction of availability with equivalence ratio at a reactant temperature of 300 K for both “practical” and “impractical” cases with 0, 20 and 40% EGR fractions. The “impractical” scenario refers to the case wherein the chemical availability in the products is considered as useful availability that can be extracted and the “practical” case refers to the scenario wherein the chemical availability in the products is left out completely while calculating the availability destruction. In the practical approach, the main point of interest is the equivalence ratio that causes the least destruction of availability for a given EGR percentage.

The availability destroyed curve for both the practical and impractical cases increases as the mixture gets leaner. Leaner mixtures result in lower product temperatures, and hence, the availability destroyed is more as the equivalence ratio decreases. Within this range, the higher EGR percentage destroys a greater amount of availability. This is because the higher EGR percentage acts as a secondary source that reduces the product temperature in addition to the leaner mixture which is the primary source for product temperature reduction.

A noticeable fact is that even in the lean range where the reactive chemical availability in the products is low, the practical curves for a given EGR percentage is always above the corresponding curves for the impractical case. This is due to the fact the impractical case has the diffusive reactant chemical availability in the denominator of the availability destroyed term whereas the practical case ignores this term. Hence the practical case destroys a higher percentage of availability even in the leaner range.

The value of the availability destroyed decreases as an equivalence ratio of 1.0 is approached. This is due to the fact that a greater amount of fuel is supplied which results higher product temperatures. Again, the higher EGR percentage destroys a greater amount of availability as the EGR stream acts as a diluent thus decreasing product temperature.

Deviations start to happen as an equivalence ratio of 1.0 is approached in the practical curves. It is seen that the 0% EGR curve starts to rise at an equivalence ratio of about 0.8. The reason for the practical curves to rise is due to the fact that a large amount of the reactive chemical availability and a small amount of the diffusive chemical availability in the products is being neglected and hence the net product availability is just the thermo-mechanical availability. Hence the curves rise in the richer zones. In the rich zone, the excess fuel present remains in the unburned form and it accounts for the reactive chemical availability that is rejected (and considered “destroyed”). The excess fuel also lowers the product temperature which again results in poor combustion and a greater destruction of availability. Again here the higher EGR percentage destroys a greater percent of availability as the EGR acts as a secondary source of product temperature reduction. The noticeable point is that the point of inflection of the curves shifts towards slightly richer equivalence ratio as the EGR percentage increases.
The 0% EGR curve ("practical") starts to rise first followed by the 20% and lastly by the 40% EGR curve. In the 0% EGR case, the product temperatures are high enough at an equivalence ratio of about 0.8 to form enough products of combustion of high availability (incomplete products). Hence, the value of the product reactive chemical availability starts to become significant. Since this is being neglected, the curve starts to rise. With the increase in the EGR percentage, the equivalence ratio at which the product temperature is high enough to produce enough products of high availability such that the reactive chemical availability term becomes significant if shifted to the right, a slightly richer mixture. This is because a slightly excess amount of fuel needs to be supplied to increase the product temperature to a value where the reactive chemical availability of the products starts to become significant.

The 40% EGR case ("practical") is a special one. For this case, the curve starts to rise exactly at an equivalence ratio of 1.0 and the rise is pretty sharp. This is because of the fact that the product temperatures are never high enough for the reactive availability in the products to be significant. The only time when this value becomes significant is in the rich zone, where the excess fuel contributes to this value and causes the curve to rise up.

From a practical point of view, the equivalence ratio at which the value of availability destroyed is a minimum is important. This value is not fixed and constantly changes with the percent of EGR. It is sensitive to the EGR percent only when the EGR percentages are low (0-20%) and the higher EGR fractions have no effect on this point of inflection.

The curves for the impractical case in figures 12 and 13 continue to decrease even in the rich zone as the reactive chemical availability in the products is considered as useful. But beyond a certain equivalence ratio the trend reverses with the higher EGR percentage destroying a lesser amount of availability.

It is seen from figures 12 and 13 that the curve for the 40% EGR case starts to drop sharply beyond the equivalence ratio of 1.0 finally reversing the trend at an equivalence ratio of about 1.5. In the rich zone with the increase in the EGR percentage and equivalence ratio, more and more of the original availability is retained in the chemical form rather than the thermo-mechanical form. Retaining the original reactant availability in this chemical form destroys a lesser fraction of availability than when it is converted into thermo-mechanical form. Since the higher EGR fractions tend to retain a greater amount of the original reactant availability in the chemical form, which is still considered as useful here, it preserves a larger amount of the original reactant availability. Since this is considered as useful availability, the fraction of the original reactant availability converted into product availability increases with higher EGR percentages there-by leading to a sharper drop in the curve corresponding to 40% EGR, and finally, to the trend reversal.
Fig 14. Percentage availability destroyed for different ‘Cooled’ EGR fractions as a function of reactant temperature for constant pressure combustion of iso octane.

Fig 15. Percentage availability destroyed for different ‘Cooled’ EGR fractions as a function of reactant temperature for constant volume combustion of iso octane, reactant pressure of 500 kPa.
Figures 14 and 15 indicate the variation in the availability destroyed with reactant temperature for the "practical" and "impractical" scenarios at various EGR fractions. The two curves are expected to overlap at low reactant temperatures which do not happen. This is primarily due to the fact that even though the reactive chemical availability at these low reactant temperatures is negligible when compared to the thermo-mechanical availability, the diffusive chemical availability remains a constant at all temperatures. This value is the same for the reactant side and the product side. This value is neglected in the practical case whereas it is a part of the availability destruction formula in the impractical scenario and hence the curves do not overlap even at the low reactant temperatures.

As expected the availability destroyed value in the practical case decreases up to a certain reactant temperature before it starts to climb again. The reason for the curves to climb up is because at the higher reactant temperatures, a larger fraction of the original reactant availability is now being retained in the chemical form (evident from the falling thermo-mechanical conversion percentage from figures 10 and 11) which is now being disregarded. Again the point of inflection shifts to the right with increase in the EGR fraction since the higher EGR fractions need a correspondingly higher reactant temperature for the reactive chemical availability in the products to be significant.

For low reactant temperatures, the higher EGR fractions destroy a larger amount of availability. The destruction curve tends to drop off at a much faster rate for the higher EGR fractions as explained for figures 2 and 3. At the very high temperatures, the higher EGR fractions, again, tended to destroy a higher amount of availability. This is again evident from figures 10 and 11. After a reactant temperature of about 3800 K, the curves cross over with the curve corresponding to the higher EGR fraction converting a lesser amount of its original reactant availability into product thermo-mechanical availability. The rest is preserved in the chemical form and since this is disregarded in the practical case in figures 14 and 15, the higher EGR fraction now destroys a larger amount of availability.
Fig 16. Product species mass fraction for a 40% ‘Cooled’ EGR fraction as a function of reactant temperature for constant pressure combustion of iso octane.

Fig 17. Product species mass fraction for a 40% ‘Cooled’ EGR fraction as a function of reactant temperature for constant volume combustion of iso octane, reactant pressure of 500 kPa.
Figures 16 and 17 depict the product species mass fraction for the 40% EGR case. This helps in explaining the reason for the rise in the availability destruction curves after a reactant temperature of about 1000 K in figures 14 and 15. Only the dominant product species have been depicted in the figures. Even at the lower reactant temperatures, the equilibrium does predict a high amount of CO mass fraction in the products which has a high amount of reactive chemical availability associated with it which is now being disregarded in the practical cases in figures 14 and 15. This along with the presence of other species whose reactive chemical availability is now being disregarded is the reason for the rise in the availability destruction curves in figures 14 and 15.

Fig 18. Percentage availability destroyed for 0% ‘Cooled’ EGR fraction for different fuels for constant pressure combustion of iso octane, reactant pressure of 500 kPa and reactant temperature of 300 K.
Fig 19. Percentage availability destroyed for 20% ‘Cooled’ EGR fraction for different fuels for constant pressure combustion of iso octane, reactant pressure of 500 kPa and reactant temperature of 300 K.

Fig 20. Percentage availability destroyed for 40% ‘Cooled’ EGR fraction for different fuels for constant pressure combustion of iso octane, reactant pressure of 500 kPa and reactant temperature of 300 K.
Fig 21. Percentage availability destroyed for 0% ‘Cooled’ EGR fraction for different fuels for constant volume combustion of iso octane, reactant pressure of 500 kPa and reactant temperature of 300 K.

Fig 22. Percentage availability destroyed for 20% ‘Cooled’ EGR fraction for different fuels for constant volume combustion of iso octane, reactant pressure of 500 kPa and reactant temperature of 300 K.
Figures 18 through to 23 shows for both the HP and UV combustion processes, the percentage of availability destroyed for various fuels at 300 K for the 3 different EGR fractions. For both the HP and UV combustion processes, hydrogen destroys the least availability at 300 K. This is an important insight from a practical point of view with regards to the combustion of hydrogen from a second law perspective. The availability destruction increases with increase in the complexity amongst the linear hydrocarbons, i.e. iso octane destroying a fraction more availability than propane which destroys a fraction more than methane. The alcohols destroy the highest percentage of availability. The presence of oxygen in the fuel and the lower product temperatures causes a slightly higher destruction of availability.

As expected the percentage availability destroyed increases with increase in EGR fraction. The benzene case has the most significant rise amongst all the fuels. Hydrogen still results in the least availability destruction even at 40% EGR. The fact that most of the hydrocarbon fuels seems to destroy similar amounts of availability at higher EGR percentages indicates that the reduced temperature plays a bigger role in determining the availability destruction than the nature of the fuel.
**Water Injection**

The following section deals with the injection of water in the gaseous form into the inlet along with the fuel/air charge. The injected water fraction is again defined on a mass basis as in the case of EGR. Only constant enthalpy and constant pressure combustion case has been analyzed here.

The main effect of the injection of the above species into the inlet is the corresponding reduction in the product temperature. This is because the injected species tend to dilute the incoming fuel/air charge leading to lower product temperatures and greater destruction of availability. In the subsequent section, a comparison is made between cooled EGR and water/nitrogen/carbon dioxide injection. In a practical application, one advantage of reducing product temperatures is the corresponding reduction in the NOx levels. But there is a fine line between reducing the NOx levels and compromising the efficiency of combustion.

Figure 24 shows the variation of the percentage of the availability destroyed with reactant temperature for the case with water injection. The percentage of availability destroyed increases with increase in the water injection in the lower reactant temperature ranges and the trend reverses after around 1100 K.

![Graph showing % Availability Destroyed vs Reactant Temperature](image_url)

**Fig 24.** Percentage availability destroyed for different fractions of injected water as a function of reactant temperature for constant pressure combustion of iso octane.
The rate at which the destruction of availability decreases is directly proportional to the rate of conversion of the reactant availability into product thermo-mechanical availability. In other words, the faster the reactant availability is converted into product thermo-mechanical availability, the faster is the rate at which the destruction of availability curve drops. This is the reason for the cross over of the availability destruction curves in figure 24. Preserving the original reactant availability in the chemical form in the products does not alter the availability destruction curve significantly. This is the reason for the curves to flatten out at the higher reactant temperatures as more and more of the original reactant availability is now retained in the chemical form in the products which as mentioned before does not alter the availability destruction curve significantly.

Another point to notice in figure 24 is that the curves corresponding to lower fractions of injected water tend to flatten out quicker. This is due to the fact that the lower fraction of water leads to higher product temperatures at a much lower reactant temperature. This higher product temperature results in the formation of more and more equilibrium species of combustion rather than complete products. These incomplete species have a much higher reactive chemical availability associated with them. As mentioned before, the larger the fraction of the reactant availability that is preserved in the chemical form in the products, the lesser it effects the availability destruction curve. The curves corresponding to higher injected water fractions tend to flatten out at slightly higher reactant temperatures as it needs that slightly higher reactant temperature to have a sufficiently high product temperature to form incomplete species of combustion having a high reactive chemical availability.

Figure 25 depicts the variation of the product temperature with reactant temperature for the three different fractions of injected water for the constant HP combustion process. As expected the product temperature is correspondingly lower for the higher injected fractions of water.

Figure 26 shows the percentage of the original reactant availability that is converted into product thermo-mechanical availability. As mentioned before, the rate at which the reactant availability is converted into product thermo-mechanical availability is higher for the curves corresponding to higher fractions of injected water which is evident from the sharper slopes for the curves with higher injected water fractions. The percentage of the reactant availability that is converted into product thermo-mechanical availability increases with increase in reactant temperature up to a certain limit after which it decreases. The decrease is due to the fact that more and more of the reactant availability is now being preserved in the chemical form in the products.
It is also evident that the point of inflection shifts to the right with increase in the injected water fraction. This is because the higher water fractions need a correspondingly higher reactant temperature to form incomplete species of higher availability in the products which preserves the reactant availability in the chemical form.

Fig 25. Product temperature for different fractions of injected water as a function of reactant temperature for a constant pressure combustion of iso octane.
Another reason for the sharper decrease in the availability destruction for the curves corresponding to higher injected water fractions is the higher diffusive availability associated with the higher injected water fractions. In the EGR setup, the diffusive availability was independent of the EGR fraction as the species were recycled and hence the number of atoms of each element stayed the same and hence the diffusive availability stayed the same whereas here the diffusive availability changes as more and more water is injected into the inlet. There is no recycling of species that take place here during the water injection process.

Figure 27 depicts the variation of the product temperature with the injected water fraction. As expected the final product temperature decreases with increase in the water fraction. The plot shown is for a reactant temperature of 300 K and depicts a constant enthalpy pressure process.
Fig 27. Product as a function of fraction of injected water for constant pressure combustion of iso octane, reactant temperature of 300 K.
Comparison of Cooled EGR / Water / N₂ / CO₂ Injection

Figures 28 and 29 show the availability destroyed at a reactant temperature of 300 K for the various kinds of species that are injected in the inlet for 20% and 40% injection fractions respectively. EGR (cooled) is also compared with the nitrogen, water and carbon dioxide injection cases. The ‘Cooled EGR’ process is different from the remaining three processes as it involves a recycling aspect that is absent in the others. All the 4 cases do not show significant differences at the lower reactant temperature of 300 K which is of interest from a practical point of view.

In the 20% case, the water injection technique destroys the maximum availability with the carbon dioxide injection destroying the least availability. In the 40% case, the availability destroyed increases for all 4 cases with the water injection and the EGR (cooled) destroying almost identical amounts of availability. The carbon dioxide injection still destroyed the least availability. A point to notice is that the product temperature for the CO₂ injection case is lower than the N₂ injection case but still the carbon dioxide case destroys a lesser amount of availability. The reason for this is the higher diffusive availability associated with carbon dioxide when compared to nitrogen.

![Graph showing percentage availability destroyed for 4 injected species (20% injected fraction) for constant pressure combustion with iso octane, reactant temperature of 300 K.](image)
Figure 29. Percentage availability destroyed for 4 injected species (40% injected fraction) for constant pressure combustion with iso octane, reactant temperature of 300 K.

Figure 30 compares the percentage of availability destroyed for the four different techniques with variation in the reactant temperature for a constant enthalpy pressure process with a 40% injection fraction. At a reactant temperature of 300 K, the availability destroyed for the 4 techniques are depicted in figure 29. With increase in the reactant temperature, the water injection curve tends to drop the fastest and ends up destroying the least availability at the higher reactant temperatures. The curves for the remaining 3 injection techniques sticks to a pattern with the EGR (Cooled) destroying the greatest amount of availability followed by the nitrogen injection process and the carbon dioxide injection destroying the least amount of availability. These three curves tend to converge at the very high reactant temperatures.

The reason for the much sharper drop in the availability destruction curve for water injection is due the combination of several factors that are explained using the subsequent figures.
Figure 30. Percentage availability destroyed for the 4 injected species with a 40% injection fraction for constant pressure combustion with iso octane.

Figure 31 indicates the variation of the product temperature with the reactant temperature for the four techniques. The water injection technique tends to have the lowest product temperature for the entire reactant temperature range. At the very low reactant temperatures the nitrogen injection leads to the highest product temperature followed closely by carbon dioxide injection and the EGR. As mentioned before, the carbon dioxide injection still tends to destroy a lesser amount of availability at the very low reactant temperature when compared to the nitrogen injection technique due to its higher diffusive chemical availability.

With increase in the reactant temperature, the product temperature curves tend to separate. The water injection has the lowest product temperatures for the entire reactant temperature range. A sharp drop is noticed in the carbon dioxide injection curve with increase in the reactant temperature and it settles very close but above the water injection curve. The EGR and the nitrogen injection techniques lead to significantly higher product temperatures with the EGR process leading to higher product temperatures at the very high reactant temperatures.
Fig 31. Product temperature for the 4 injected species with a 40% injection fraction for constant pressure combustion with iso octane.

Even though the EGR curve tends to have the highest product temperature for most of the reactant temperature range, it destroys the highest amount of availability as shown in figure 30. The main reason for this is the much lower diffusive chemical availability associated with the EGR process.

Figures 32 and 33 limit the reactant temperature range in figures 30 and 31 to 3000 K. Most of the trend changes occur within this reactant temperature range and the curves tend to converge beyond this temperature range. This helps the interpretation of the results.
Fig 32. Percentage availability destroyed for the 4 injected species with a 40% injection fraction for constant pressure combustion with iso octane.

Fig 33. Product temperature for the 4 injected species with a 40% injection fraction for constant pressure combustion with iso octane.
Figures 34 and 35 depict the reactant and product thermo-mechanical availabilities for the four techniques. The thermo-mechanical availability for the EGR process is higher than the nitrogen and the carbon dioxide injection cases for the majority of the reactant temperature range. Only the water injection technique has higher thermo-mechanical availability in both the figures.

Figure 36 shows the reactive chemical availability in the products for the four cases. Here again the EGR process has a higher availability than the nitrogen and the carbon dioxide cases for the most part of the reactant temperature range. The water injection tends to cross over at the very high reactant temperatures. The incoming fuel chemical availability stays the same for the four cases since the injection fractions are the same.

Fig 34. Reactant thermo-mechanical availability for the 4 injected species with a 40% injection fraction as a function of reactant temperature for a constant pressure combustion of iso octane.
Fig 35. Product thermo-mechanical availability for the 4 injected species with a 40% injection fraction as a function of reactant temperature for a constant pressure combustion of iso octane.

Fig 36. Product reactive chemical availability for the 4 injected species with a 40% injection fraction as a function of reactant temperature for a constant pressure combustion of iso octane.
From figures 34, 35 and 36 it appears that the EGR process should have been a lot more efficient and should have destroyed a lesser amount of availability. The higher reactant and product thermo-mechanical availabilities, the higher reactive product chemical availability points to towards a lesser destruction of availability. The reason for the EGR process to still destroy the highest amount of availability is due to two reasons. The first being the much lower diffusive chemical availability when compared to the water and the carbon dioxide injection processes. The second reason (and the significant reason) is due to the fact that the EGR process involves bringing in availability in the chemical form through the EGR stream. The exhaust gases possess a high degree of reactive chemical availability which is added to the reactant availability thus leading to a greater destruction of availability in the EGR process. The recycling aspect is not involved in the remaining three techniques.

Figure 37 shows the diffusive chemical availabilities for the four cases. The value of the diffusive chemical availability stays the same over the entire temperature range on a per kilogram basis.

![Graph showing diffusive chemical availability for four cases](image)

Fig 37. Diffusive chemical availability for the 4 injected species with a 40% injection fraction for a constant pressure combustion of iso octane.

It is clearly seen that the diffusive chemical availabilities associated with the carbon dioxide and water injection processes are a lot higher when compared to the EGR and the nitrogen injection processes. The low EGR diffusive chemical availability has already been sighted as a reason for the higher destruction of availability associated with the EGR process.
Another point to be noticed in figure 30 is that the carbon dioxide injection leads to a lesser availability destruction when compared to nitrogen injection. But figure 31 clearly shows that the product temperature associated with the nitrogen injection is significantly higher than the carbon dioxide injection case. This leads to much higher product thermo-mechanical availability for the nitrogen injection case as shown in figure 35. The reactant thermo-mechanical availabilities for both the cases are pretty similar as shown in figure 34.

Hence it appears that the nitrogen injection should have destroyed a significantly lesser amount of availability when compared to the carbon dioxide injection case. But this is not so due to a couple of reasons. The higher product thermo-mechanical availability associated with the nitrogen injection when compared to the carbon dioxide injection is countered by a significantly higher product reactive chemical availability for the carbon dioxide injection case when compared to the nitrogen injection case as shown in figure 36. Also, the significantly higher diffusive chemical availability associated with the carbon dioxide injection plays a role in destroying a lesser amount of availability when compared to the nitrogen injection case.

The final point to be addressed in figure 30 is the reason behind the much sharper fall in the availability destruction curve associated with water injection. At first glance it appears that the water injection should have destroyed the highest amount of availability since it tends to have the lowest product temperature which is evident from figure 31. Yet figure 35 shows that the water injection case tends to have the highest product thermo-mechanical availability even though it leads to the lowest product temperatures.

Figure 38 shows the product reference thermo-mechanical availability associated with the four cases. Here it is clearly shown that the species predicted by the equilibrium code for the water injection technique has the lowest thermo-mechanical availability at the reference state. This leads to net higher product thermo-mechanical availability for the water injection case as shown in figure 35.

Also, from figure 36, it is clearly seen that the reactive chemical availability associated with the products in the case of water injection rises at a much a much faster rate when compared to the other three cases and is the highest at the very high reactant temperatures. It is also noticeable that when the product thermo-mechanical curve associated with the water injection case starts to flatten out in figure 35 at the very high reactant temperatures, the corresponding curve associated with the product reactive chemical availability in figure 36 starts to rise higher and crosses over. The availabilities seem be getting transformed from one form to the other.
Another reason for the much sharper fall in the availability destruction associated with the water injection case is the much higher diffusive chemical availability associated with the water injection case when compared to the EGR and the nitrogen injection case which is evident from figure 37.

Fig 38. Product reference thermo-mechanical availability for the 4 injected species with a 40% injection fraction as a function of the reactant temperature for constant pressure combustion of iso octane.
Constant Pressure vs. Constant Volume Combustion

In this section, the constant pressure and the constant volume combustion cases have been compared. All the cases mentioned here involve non dissociated reactants and a 0% EGR fraction. Two different operating pressures of 50 kPa and 5000 kPa have been used to compare the two different forms of combustion. The constant pressure and constant volume combustion cases have also been compared at an operating pressure of 500 kPa at three different reactant temperatures for various fuels.

![Graph showing percentage availability destroyed as a function of reactant temperature for constant pressure and constant volume combustion systems with iso octane, reactant pressure of 50 kPa.](image)

Fig 39. Percentage availability destroyed as a function of reactant temperature for constant pressure and constant volume combustion systems with iso octane, reactant pressure of 50 kPa.

Figure 39 indicates the variation of the destruction of availability with reactant temperature for constant volume and constant pressure combustion processes with iso octane as a fuel for the combustion reaction occurring at a pressure of 50 kPa and an equivalence ratio of 1.0. The constant volume combustion process proves to be more efficient for the entire reactant temperature range. The main reason behind this is that the product availability for the constant pressure process is lower than the constant volume case. The very low pressure of 50 kPa means that the pressure difference between the reactant pressure and the ambient pressure is very low in the constant pressure combustion case. The constant volume combustion results in much higher product pressures and hence there is a much bigger window as far as the pressure difference is concerned between the product pressure and the ambient pressure. The higher
product pressures also results in higher product temperatures in the constant volume case for the large part of the reactant temperature range and this also contributes to a lower destruction of availability.

Figure 40 indicates the variation of the product pressure with reactant temperature for the constant pressure and constant volume combustion cases. As explained previously, the constant volume combustion process results in significantly higher product pressures which contributes to the lower destruction values. With increase in reactant temperature, the final product pressure falls and hence the two destruction curves starts to come together at the higher reactant temperatures.

![Graph showing product pressure as a function of reactant temperature for constant pressure and constant volume combustion systems with iso octane, reactant pressure of 50 kPa.](image)

Fig 40. Product pressure as a function of reactant temperature for constant pressure and constant volume combustion systems with iso octane, reactant pressure of 50 kPa.

The two curves tend to cross over at around 4500 K and this corresponds to the reactant temperature at which the product temperature curves in figure 41 crosses over. Even though the product temperature and pressure for the constant pressure combustion case is higher when compared to the constant volume case, the constant volume still continues to destroy a lesser amount of availability. This is because the cross over happens at the higher reactant temperatures and by this point most of the original reactant availability is being preserved as product chemical availability in both the cases and hence there is not much change in the availability destruction values.
Figure 41 indicates the variation of the product temperatures with reactant temperature in both the cases. As stated before, the product temperature in the constant volume case is higher than the constant pressure for most part of the reactant temperature range and crosses over beyond 4500 K corresponding to the crossover point in figure 40.

Fig 41. Product temperature as a function of reactant temperature for constant pressure and constant volume combustion systems with iso octane, reactant pressure of 50 kPa.
Figure 42 shows the variation of the total product availability with reactant temperature for the two cases. As stated before, the higher pressures and temperatures for the constant volume case results in higher product availabilities which lead to lower values of destruction in figure 39.

Figures 43, 44, 45 and 46 show the variation of the same variables as in figures 39 through to 42 but at a reactant pressure of 5000 kPa. It is seen that the destruction curves cross each other at around 1200 K in figure 43. The constant volume case is more efficient below this temperature. One of the main reasons that aids in the crossover is the much higher reactant pressure of 5000 kPa. The pressure difference between the reactant pressure and the ambient is much higher when compared to the 50 kPa case and this is a part of the thermo-mechanical availability that can be exploited. This is especially significant in the constant pressure case. It makes the constant pressure process a lot more efficient as the operating pressure is much higher than the ambient pressure.
Figure 43. Percentage availability destroyed as a function of reactant temperature for constant pressure and constant volume combustion systems with iso octane, reactant pressure of 5000 kPa.

Figure 44 shows the variation of the product pressure with the reactant temperature for both the case. In this case, the product pressure curve for the constant volume case is always above the constant pressure curve and hence the corresponding product temperature curves in figure 45 also never cross each other. The constant volume process is expected to be more efficient from figures 44 and 45. But the reason for the cross over is due to two main factors. One being, as mentioned before, the much higher reactant pressure of 5000 kPa which helps the constant pressure process to be a lot more efficient. The second reason is that the product mixture at the higher temperatures and pressures in the constant volume process requires a larger volume \((V_0)\) under the ambient conditions which reduces the product availability. This is not the case at a reactant pressure of 50 kPa. At 50 kPa, the product mixture requires a smaller volume \((V_0)\) under the ambient conditions which increases the product availability.
Fig 44. Product pressure as a function of reactant temperature for constant pressure and constant volume combustion systems with iso octane, reactant pressure of 5000 kPa.

Fig 45. Product temperature as a function of reactant temperature for constant pressure and constant volume combustion systems with iso octane, reactant pressure of 5000 kPa.
Figure 46 shows the variation of the total product availability with reactant temperature for the two cases. As stated before, the constant pressure case has a much higher availability when compared to the constant volume one. This is due to the larger reference volume in the constant volume case coupled with the greater product availability associated with the higher reactant pressure of 5000 kPa in the constant pressure case.

In all, it is seen that the availability destroyed values are lower at the higher pressures and this is mainly due to the higher product temperatures associated with the higher reactant pressures.

Figure 47 shows the variation of the availability destroyed with reactant temperature for the constant pressure and constant volume cases for a reactant pressure of 500 kPa. Similar to the 5000 kPa case, the curves cross over beyond a certain reactant temperature and the explanation for it has already been provided.

Figures 48, 49 and 50 shows the values of the availability destroyed at reactant temperatures of 1000 K, 3000 K and 5000 K for a reactant pressure of 500 kPa for constant pressure and constant volume cases for various fuels. As expected, the constant volume case is more efficient at the 1000 K reactant temperatures and this is evident figure 47. The 3000 K and
the 5000 K cases indicate that the constant pressure case is more efficient and corresponds to the cross over that occurs in figure 47. The actual values of availability destroyed for various fuels follows the same trend as before with the alkanes destroying more availability with increasing complexity, i.e. iso octane destroying more than propane and methane destroying the least. The alcohols tend to destroy the most availability as seen previously. Hydrogen destroys the least availability followed by acetylene and benzene.

Fig 47. Percentage availability destroyed as a function of reactant temperature for constant pressure and constant volume combustion systems with iso octane, reactant pressure of 500 kPa.
Fig 48. Percentage availability destroyed for different fuels for constant pressure and constant volume combustion systems with iso octane, reactant pressure of 500 kPa and reactant temperature of 1000 K.

Fig 49. Percentage availability destroyed for different fuels for constant pressure and constant volume combustion systems with iso octane, reactant pressure of 500 kPa and reactant temperature of 3000 K.
Fig 50. Percentage availability destroyed for different fuels for constant pressure and constant volume combustion systems with iso octane, reactant pressure of 500 kPa and reactant temperature of 5000 K.
V. SUMMARY

The effect of EGR, water/N₂/CO₂ injection and oxygen enrichment on the availability destroyed due to combustion was studied for a range of conditions and fuels for constant pressure and constant volume systems.

Cooled EGR

- Percentage availability destroyed ranged from 36% to 1.5% and 33% to 2% depending on the EGR fraction for a reactant temperature range of 300 K to 6000 K for constant pressure and constant volume combustion systems, respectively.
- Higher EGR fractions lead to greater destruction of availability at the lower reactant temperatures with the trend reversed at the higher temperatures due to lesser percentage of reactant availability converted to product thermo-mechanical availability.
- A 'Practical' case showed that the equivalence ratio which corresponded to the lowest amount of availability destroyed at a reactant temperature of 300 K, varied from 0.8 to 1.0 and the reactant temperature that corresponded to the lowest destruction ranged from 800 K to 1300 K for the different EGR fractions.
- Availability destroyed increased with increase in the complexity of the hydrocarbon fuels with acetylene destroying the least and the alcohols destroying the highest amounts of availability at a reactant temperature of 300 K.
- Availability destroyed was sensitive to the lower product temperatures at the higher EGR fractions and not to the structure of the fuel being analyzed.

Water Injection

- Percentage availability destroyed ranged from 36% to 0.5% with a 40% injected fraction for a reactant temperature range of 300 K to 6000 K for constant pressure combustion.
- Higher injected fractions lead to greater destruction of availability at the lower reactant temperatures with the trend reversed at the higher temperatures due to lesser percentage of reactant availability converted to product thermo-mechanical availability.
- Product temperature ranged from 2300 K to 450 K at a reactant temperature of 300 K for injected fractions varying from 0% to 90%.
Comparison Between the Cooled EGR/Water/CO$_2$/N$_2$ Injections

- Water injection and cooled EGR resulted in the greatest destruction of availability (36%) for a 40% fraction at a reactant temperature of 300 K with the CO$_2$ injection lead to the least destruction of about 32%.

Constant Pressure vs. Constant Volume

- Constant volume combustion was more efficient at the lower reactant pressures (50 kPa).
- Constant pressure combustion was more efficient at the higher reactant temperatures (past 1000 K) for higher reactant pressures (5000 kPa).
- Constant volume combustion was more efficient for the different fuels at a reactant temperature of 1000 K with constant pressure combustion being more efficient at reactant temperatures of 3000 K and 5000 K, for a reactant pressure of 500 kPa.

Frozen vs. Non-Frozen ‘Cooled’ EGR

- Analysis of the cooled EGR using a frozen and non-frozen EGR composition showed marginal differences in the availability destroyed.

Adiabatic EGR

- Percentage of availability destroyed decreased with increase in the EGR fraction (14% availability destruction for a 40% EGR fraction).
- Constant volume combustion lead to higher product temperatures and higher mix temperatures than the constant pressure combustion.
- 100% EGR rate represented an adiabatic flow tube with the exhaust gases looping around.

Oxygen Enrichment

- Percentage availability destroyed dropped sharply to about 25% and the product temperature increased to about 2900 K for 40% oxygen in the inlet, at a reactant temperature of 300 K for constant pressure combustion.
Condensed Species Equilibrium

- Solid carbon is a part of the products at equivalence ratios richer than 3.0 and reactant temperatures lesser than 3000 K.
- Alcohols, being non sooting fuels showed no deviation in the availability destroyed with and without solid carbon.
- Overall effect of the condensed species on availability destroyed was found to be negligible.
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APPENDIX I

Frozen vs. Non-Frozen EGR (Cooled)

The recirculated species may be assumed to have a “frozen” or a “non-frozen” composition. The frozen EGR case assumes that the EGR species remain unchanged as these are brought to the reactant temperature from the product temperature. On the other hand the continuous temperature change during the cooling/heating process may cause the EGR composition to be altered. Hence, the non-frozen case presents a more practical picture and it is useful to study the two cases. In the non-frozen case, the EGR species are allowed to attain a new equilibrium composition at the reactant temperature. Hence, these two cases bracket the possible compositions of the EGR gases when they are bought to the reactor inlet.

Figure 51 compares the frozen and non-frozen EGR cases with a 40% EGR fraction and tracks the percentage availability destroyed with change in reactant temperature. Only the 40% EGR case has been depicted here as it showed the maximum deviation from the frozen case. The curves overlap at the lower temperatures, and then separate out in the middle with the frozen EGR case destroying fractionally lesser amount availability before reversing the trend again at the very high temperatures with the non-frozen EGR now destroying fractionally lesser amount of availability. Since most practical applications fall in the lower temperature range, the choice of either model in the EGR simulation does not make a difference as far as tracking the availability destruction goes.
Fig 51. Percentage availability destroyed for frozen and non-frozen ‘Cooled EGR’ cases as a function of reactant temperature for constant pressure combustion of iso octane.

In the lower temperature ranges, the product temperatures are not high enough to form too many incomplete species after combustion. The majority of the products in this temperature range are in the form of complete products of combustion. Hence even when it is recycled in the frozen state, it does not alter the inlet composition significantly when compared to the non-frozen case. In the non-frozen case, the new equilibrium composition attained at the reactant temperature is not very different from the frozen case as the product temperatures are pretty low and majority of the species exists in its complete form. Hence the two curves overlap.

As the reactant temperature increases, beyond 1000 K, the product temperatures are now high enough such that a larger amount of species in the products exist in incomplete forms. Now when this composition is recycled in a non-frozen manner, the new equilibrium composition at the reactant temperature will force most of these incomplete species to be converted to complete species thus lowering the incoming EGR stream reactive chemical availability.

In the frozen case, since the EGR composition is maintained fixed, the EGR stream reactive chemical availability coming in is much higher due to the incomplete species of higher availability. These act as an additional source of chemical energy in addition to the fuel chemical energy. This results in a slightly higher product temperature in the frozen EGR case as the
chemical energy in the EGR species also contributes to the heat released during combustion. This causes the frozen EGR curve to dip slightly below the non-frozen EGR curve in the middle temperature range.

At the higher reactant temperatures past about 3000 K, the trend reverses. The reason for this is due to the fact that the product temperature falls below the reactant temperature at the higher reactant temperatures. Now when the EGR species are recycled in the non-frozen case, the new equilibrium composition is attained at the reactant temperature that is higher than the product temperature. This results in the formation of a greater amount of incomplete species in the non-frozen case and the higher reactive chemical availability contributed by it leads to a higher product temperature in the non-frozen case thus leading to a slightly lesser destruction of availability when compared to the frozen case at these high reactant temperatures.

Figure 52 shows the product temperature variation with the reactant temperature for the 2 cases. As explained, in the lower reactant temperature range, the two curves overlap indicating that the two cases give the same value of availability destruction. Past 1000 K, the curves move away from each other with the frozen EGR case having a higher product temperature and this trend reverses past about 3000 K. This is again due to the fact that at those higher reactant temperatures, the product temperatures are lesser than the corresponding reactant temperatures. Hence in the non-frozen EGR case the EGR stream has to be heated to the higher reactant temperature and this causes the final product temperature for the non-frozen EGR case to be higher.
Fig 52. Product temperature for frozen and non-frozen ‘Cooled EGR’ cases as a function of reactant temperature for constant pressure combustion of iso octane.

Similar trends are noticed in figures 53 and 54 which indicate the variation of the product and reactant availabilities with reactant temperature and the reasons for the crossover is the same as explained for figure 52. The cross points in figure 53 and 54 matches with the cross over point in figure 51.
Fig 53. Product availability for frozen and non-frozen ‘Cooled EGR’ cases as a function of reactant temperature for constant pressure combustion of iso octane.

Fig 54. Reactant availability for frozen and non-frozen ‘Cooled EGR’ cases as a function of reactant temperature for constant pressure combustion of iso octane.
Figure 55 gives a better picture in distinguishing between the two cases. It shows the EGR stream reactive chemical availability varying with reactant temperature. It clearly shows that at low reactant temperatures, the two cases yield the same results with deviation starting to happen beyond 1000 K which corresponds to the start of the deviation in figure 51.

It can also be seen that it is only past 2000 K or so that the EGR stream availability in the non-frozen case starts becoming significant indicating that the new equilibrium composition at the reactant temperature results in a majority of complete products till about a temperature of 2000 K. Again it is seen that the EGR stream availability in the non-frozen stream crosses over at reactant temperatures past 3000 K leading to the fractionally lower destruction of availability in the non-frozen EGR case at the higher reactant temperatures.

![Graph](image)

**Fig 55.** EGR reactive chemical availability for frozen and non-frozen ‘Cooled EGR’ cases as a function of reactant temperature for constant pressure combustion of iso octane.
Adiabatic EGR

Adiabatic exhaust gas recirculation involves the recycling of a fraction of the exhaust gas adiabatically and mixing it with the inlet fuel and air charge. From a practical point of view, recycling the exhaust gas adiabatically is virtually impossible. The mixing of the exhaust gases at the product temperature with the fuel and air charge at the reactant temperature results in a new 'Mix' temperature. This acts as the new reactant temperature for performing the availability analysis.

The mix temperature is found out by performing a simple energy balance between the exhaust gas stream and the incoming fuel and air stream. In a constant enthalpy-pressure process, an enthalpy balance is done whereas as in a constant internal energy-volume process an internal energy balance is performed to find the mix temperature.

\[
(h_{EGR} \cdot m_{EGR}) + (h_{A/F} \cdot m_{A/F}) = (h_{inlet} \cdot m_{inlet}) \quad \text{(Equation 3.29, Section II)}
\]

\[
(u_{EGR} \cdot m_{EGR}) + (u_{A/F} \cdot m_{A/F}) = (u_{inlet} \cdot m_{inlet}) \quad \text{(Equation 3.30, Section II)}
\]

From the above energy balance, the specific enthalpy/internal energy \((h_{inlet}/u_{inlet})\) of the mixture is determined and the mix temperature is then found by using an iteration procedure.

A point to notice in the adiabatic EGR process is that the specific enthalpy/internal energy of the mixture that is determined from the above energy balance is always equal to the original reactant mixture enthalpy/internal energy for a given inlet fuel/air temperature. The original reactant mixture refers to the case without an EGR setup (1st Run in an EGR simulation). Due to this, the product temperature remains constant and it is only the reactor inlet temperature that changes as the fuel/air stream mixes with the adiabatic EGR stream resulting in a new mix temperature for a given fuel/air inlet temperature.

Since the product temperature always stays the same, the adiabatic EGR for such simple systems does not represent a practical scenario. With increase in the EGR fraction, the mix temperature essentially approaches the original product temperature and at 100% EGR, the adiabatic case essentially represents an adiabatic flow tube with the exhaust gases looping around continuously.

Figure 56 indicates the variation of the mix temperature with EGR fraction for 3 different EGR cases for an inlet fuel/air temperature of 300 K. As expected, in the cooled EGR case, the exhaust gas is cooled to the inlet temperature and hence the mix temperature stays fixed at
300 K for all EGR fractions. For the adiabatic EGR case, the mix temperature is between the original product temperature and the inlet fuel/air temperature. As the EGR fraction increases, the mix temperature increases. It finally becomes equal to the original product temperature at 100% EGR. The original product temperature for the constant volume combustion case is higher than the constant pressure combustion case, indicating lesser destruction of availability in the constant volume case.

![Graph](image_url)

Fig 56. Mix temperature for 'Cooled' and 'Adiabatic' EGR as a function of EGR % for constant pressure (500 kPa) and constant volume combustion of iso octane, reactant temperature of 300 K.

Figure 57 shows the variation of the availability destroyed with reactant temperature for a constant enthalpy pressure process with an adiabatic EGR setup. It is seen that the availability destroyed decreases with increase in the EGR fraction which is contrary to the cooled EGR case where the availability destroyed increases with increase in EGR fraction.

The reason for this is the peculiar nature of the adiabatic EGR setup for such simple systems. In all EGR processes, the total reactant availability tends to decrease with increase in the EGR fraction. This is primarily due to the fact that a fraction of the fuel chemical availability has been replaced by the EGR charge of lower availability. But in the cooled EGR case, this decrease in the total reactant availability is countered by a corresponding decrease in the total product availability. This is because the product temperature decreases in the cooled EGR case due to the charge dilution by the exhaust gases. In the adiabatic EGR case the product
temperature remains constant for a given fuel/air inlet temperature. Hence it is just the total reactant availability that decreases without any change in the product availability. This leads to the reduction in the percentage of the availability destroyed.

![Graph showing percentage availability destroyed vs. reactant temperature for different EGR fractions.](image)

Fig 57. Percentage availability destroyed for different ‘Adiabatic’ EGR fractions as a function of reactant temperature for constant pressure combustion of iso octane.

Figure 58 compares the cooled and the adiabatic EGR cases for a constant enthalpy pressure process with an EGR fraction of 0.2. As explained, the cooled case destroys a higher percentage of availability for a given EGR fraction and the trends are opposite for the adiabatic and cooled EGR cases with increase in the EGR fraction.
Fig 58. Percentage availability destroyed for a 20% 'Adiabatic' and 'Cooled' EGR fraction as a function of reactant temperature for constant pressure combustion of iso octane.
**Oxygen Enrichment**

Oxygen enrichment for combustion processes involves increasing the oxygen content in the inlet mixture, thereby ensuring higher temperature, better combustion and lesser destruction of availability. The oxygen enrichment case has been simulated and compared here with a cooled EGR process. The EGR process is essentially opposite to the oxygen enrichment process. During an EGR process, the oxygen content in the inlet mixture essentially decreases as the inlet charge is diluted by the exhaust gases. Although the equivalence ratio stays the same, the net oxygen content in the reactant mixture decreases due to the exhaust gases, resulting in lower temperatures and a higher destruction of availability.

To simulate oxygen enrichment, the oxygen fraction in the incoming air is increased and correspondingly the nitrogen fraction is decreased. The CO₂, Ar and H₂O fractions are kept the same. Since the oxygen fraction in the incoming air increases, the incoming moles of fuel must be changed to keep the equivalence ratio fixed.

Figure 59 shows the percentage of availability destroyed with change in the oxygen percentage by volume in the inlet. The area to the left of the vertical reference line indicates an EGR scenario, and hence, the oxygen percentage in the inlet continuously decreases which leads to greater destruction of availability. The EGR case discussed here is a cooled one and the availability destruction plotted is at an inlet temperature of 300 K for a constant enthalpy pressure process. The vertical reference line indicates the 0% EGR/O₂ Enrichment case. The area to the right of the vertical line indicates the zone in which air with enriched oxygen fraction is supplied for combustion. As expected this decreases the percentage of the availability destroyed.
Fig 59. Percentage availability destroyed for ‘Cooled’ EGR and Oxygen enriched cases as a function of oxygen percentage in inlet for constant pressure combustion of iso octane, reactant temperature of 300 K.

Figure 60 shows the corresponding variation of the product temperature with the oxygen percentage in the inlet. As expected the product temperature decreases with decrease in the oxygen percentage in the inlet. This represents the area to the left of the vertical line, i.e. the area where the cooled EGR is applied. The product temperature increases with increase in the oxygen percentage in the inlet indicating better combustion and lesser destruction of availability as shown in figure 59.
Fig 60. Product temperature for ‘Cooled’ EGR and Oxygen enriched cases as a function of oxygen percentage in inlet for constant pressure combustion of iso octane, reactant temperature of 300 K.
Figure 61 shows the percentage availability destroyed as a function of the equivalence ratio for cases with and without the presence of solid carbon in the products. A "practical" case is considered here wherein the reactive chemical availability left in the product mixture after the combustion process is not accounted for as useful availability. For equivalence ratios from 0.0 to about 3.0, the two curves overlap as there is no significant solid carbon present at equivalence ratios less than 3.0. At around an equivalence ratio of 3.0, the two curves separate out with the curve corresponding to the inclusion of solid carbon destroying a marginally lesser amount of availability when compared to the one without solid carbon. Here the total reactant availability is the same for both the cases. The case with solid carbon shows marginally higher product thermo-mechanical availability than the one without solid carbon at a reactant temperature of 300 K which is consistent with a higher product temperature in the case involving solid carbon at a reactant temperature of 300 K. Here the reactive chemical availability of the product mixture is not considered as useful. The diffusive chemical availabilities in both the cases are close to the same value. Hence the case with solid carbon corresponds to a lesser percentage of destruction of availability due to the slightly higher product thermo-mechanical availability associated with it. The curves indicate a reduction in the availability destroyed till about an equivalence ratio of about 0.9 after which the availability destroyed increases. This is due to the formation of incomplete products of combustion whose reactive chemical availability is not being accounted for.
Figure 62 indicates the effect of varying the equivalence ratio on the percentage of availability destroyed. An “impractical” case is considered here wherein the reactive chemical availability left in the product mixture after the combustion process is accounted for as useful availability. This leads to a reduction in the availability destroyed with increase in equivalence ratios. Again here, the two curves are together till an equivalence ratio of about 3.0 after which they separate due to the formation of solid carbon. Here the trend is opposite to the one observe in figure 1 in that the case involving solid carbon destroys more availability than the case without solid carbon. This is due to the fact that the reactive chemical availability previously unaccounted for is larger in the case without solid carbon and this dominates the slightly lower product thermo-mechanical availability observed in the case without solid carbon and leads to an overall greater product availability when compared to the case with solid carbon and hence leads to a lesser destruction of availability.
Figure 63 shows the percentage of availability destroyed as a function of reactant temperature for an equivalence ratio of 5.0 for cases with and without solid carbon. This is an “impractical” scenario as the reactive chemical availability in the product mixture is being accounted for as useful availability. Here the two curves merge at a reactant temperature of around 3000 K indicating the fact that at this temperature all the solid carbon is converted into various gaseous carbon species. Again, the availability destroyed in the case with solid carbon is more than the case without solid carbon which is consistent with the trend in figure 62. The higher product availability for case without solid carbon is due a higher reactive chemical availability. Even though the product thermo-mechanical availability is higher for the case with solid carbon, the higher reactive chemical availability in the case without solid carbon compensates for this and leads to a lower destruction of availability.

From figures 61, 62 and 63 it is clearly seen that the solid carbon is predicted by the equilibrium in the product species only when the equivalence ratio is greater than 3.0. At an equivalence ratio of 5.0, the solid carbon exists in the product species only up to a reactant temperature of about 3500K. After this temperature, all the solid carbon is converted into various gaseous carbon species. The temperature of 3500K is close to the sublimation temperature of solid carbon too.
Fig 64. Various components of product availability for cases with and without solid carbon as a function of product temperature for constant temperature and pressure combustion of methanol.
Figures 64 and 65 depict the product availability as a function of product temperature at an equivalence ratio of 5.0 and a pressure of 500 kPa for a constant temperature and constant pressure combustion of methanol and ethanol. It is seen that there is negligible effect on the thermo-mechanical availability of the products due to the inclusion of solid carbon in the products. The diffusive availabilities also remain constant in both the cases. The oxygenated fuels methanol and ethanol shows negligible variations in the reactive availabilities in the both the cases. The solid carbon disappears at much lower temperatures in the case of oxygenated fuels which again lead to negligible variations in the product availabilities in both the cases. Although equilibrium predicts that solid carbon will be a part of the products at such rich equivalence ratios for the oxygenated fuels, the fact that it disappears at much lower temperatures when compared to other hydrocarbon fuels and the identical trends shown in both cases for the product availabilities agrees with the notion that the oxygenated fuels are generally regarded as non sooting fuels.
Fig 66. Percentage availability destroyed for different fuels for cases with and without solid carbon for constant pressure combustion, reactant temperature of 300 K.

Figure 66 indicates the percentage availability destroyed for different fuels under going a constant pressure combustion process at a reactant temperature of 300 K with and without the inclusion of solid carbon. The inclusion of solid carbon does increase the percentage availability destroyed by a fraction for most fuels. The oxygenated fuels, methanol and ethanol show the least variations in the percentage availability destroyed agreeing with the notion that they are non-sooting fuels as shown in figures 64 and 65.
### Table II.1. Coefficients for use with the NASA Lewis polynomials

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fuel</th>
<th>Formula Range</th>
<th>$a_1$</th>
<th>$a_2$</th>
<th>$a_3$</th>
<th>$a_4$</th>
<th>$a_5$</th>
<th>$a_6$</th>
<th>$a_7$</th>
<th>$b_1$</th>
<th>$b_2$</th>
<th>$h_f$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arom.</td>
<td>200 - 1000</td>
<td>-1.96685E+01</td>
<td>2.78615E+01</td>
<td>-1.20257E+01</td>
<td>3.91706E+02</td>
<td>2.52715E+02</td>
<td>-1.25313E+04</td>
<td>0.99932E+02</td>
<td>-74600</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methane</td>
<td>1000 - 6000</td>
<td>3.03043E+01</td>
<td>5.92997E+01</td>
<td>1.23632E+02</td>
<td>3.14187E+02</td>
<td>1.36273E+02</td>
<td>2.71265E+02</td>
<td>-1.30285E+04</td>
<td>1.06851E+01</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethylene</td>
<td>200 - 1000</td>
<td>1.18032E+02</td>
<td>-2.21315E+02</td>
<td>1.26575E+02</td>
<td>7.79061E+03</td>
<td>2.33935E+02</td>
<td>7.65234E+04</td>
<td>4.73128E+05</td>
<td>2.28200</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1000 - 6000</td>
<td>-1.34567E+02</td>
<td>-1.80973E+02</td>
<td>6.20377E+02</td>
<td>8.60532E+03</td>
<td>1.37034E+02</td>
<td>2.18191E+03</td>
<td>1.09333E+05</td>
<td>5.2500</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetylene</td>
<td>200 - 1000</td>
<td>-1.83393E+02</td>
<td>2.55858E+02</td>
<td>-1.60974E+02</td>
<td>6.62577E+02</td>
<td>5.12522E+02</td>
<td>4.67398E+03</td>
<td>1.77541E+04</td>
<td>1.27128E+05</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1000 - 6000</td>
<td>-3.40764E+02</td>
<td>-2.12369E+02</td>
<td>3.65885E+02</td>
<td>8.52340E+02</td>
<td>7.60303E+02</td>
<td>7.87293E+03</td>
<td>1.09333E+05</td>
<td>5.2500</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethane</td>
<td>200 - 1000</td>
<td>1.83393E+02</td>
<td>-2.83393E+02</td>
<td>3.23367E+02</td>
<td>7.06370E+02</td>
<td>5.06113E+02</td>
<td>3.29693E+03</td>
<td>1.25158E+04</td>
<td>2.0000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1000 - 6000</td>
<td>5.02566E+02</td>
<td>-6.00510E+02</td>
<td>3.20860E+02</td>
<td>7.23840E+02</td>
<td>7.31918E+02</td>
<td>7.32129E+03</td>
<td>1.09333E+05</td>
<td>5.2500</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diene</td>
<td>200 - 1000</td>
<td>1.83393E+02</td>
<td>-2.11345E+02</td>
<td>3.54027E+02</td>
<td>8.00418E+02</td>
<td>5.02149E+02</td>
<td>3.88119E+03</td>
<td>7.27869E+03</td>
<td>1.09333E+05</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1000 - 6000</td>
<td>5.01760E+02</td>
<td>-6.00510E+02</td>
<td>3.20860E+02</td>
<td>7.23840E+02</td>
<td>7.31918E+02</td>
<td>7.32129E+03</td>
<td>1.09333E+05</td>
<td>5.2500</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propylene</td>
<td>200 - 1000</td>
<td>-2.43314E+02</td>
<td>4.65827E+02</td>
<td>-2.93946E+02</td>
<td>1.18895E+03</td>
<td>8.18148E+03</td>
<td>7.32105E+04</td>
<td>2.81837E+05</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1000 - 6000</td>
<td>6.42073E+02</td>
<td>-5.29579E+02</td>
<td>4.53435E+02</td>
<td>9.47121E+02</td>
<td>6.75469E+02</td>
<td>5.09673E+03</td>
<td>1.45952E+04</td>
<td>2.81837E+05</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n-Butane</td>
<td>200 - 1000</td>
<td>-5.17564E+02</td>
<td>5.17835E+02</td>
<td>-3.88150E+02</td>
<td>1.58454E+03</td>
<td>1.19805E+03</td>
<td>1.18168E+04</td>
<td>8.18148E+03</td>
<td>1.25790</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1000 - 6000</td>
<td>7.66232E+02</td>
<td>-7.25526E+02</td>
<td>5.76753E+02</td>
<td>1.10170E+04</td>
<td>1.22184E+04</td>
<td>2.53905E+04</td>
<td>1.45952E+04</td>
<td>2.81837E+05</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n-Pentane</td>
<td>200 - 1000</td>
<td>-7.66232E+02</td>
<td>5.76753E+02</td>
<td>-8.19718E+02</td>
<td>1.53234E+03</td>
<td>1.53234E+03</td>
<td>1.45952E+04</td>
<td>2.53905E+04</td>
<td>1.46760</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1000 - 6000</td>
<td>-1.23079E+03</td>
<td>-9.87353E+02</td>
<td>5.65232E+02</td>
<td>1.26299E+03</td>
<td>3.13513E+03</td>
<td>2.88687E+04</td>
<td>1.48281E+05</td>
<td>2.53905E+04</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benzene</td>
<td>200 - 1000</td>
<td>-1.87734E+03</td>
<td>4.40345E+02</td>
<td>-3.77137E+02</td>
<td>1.64504E+03</td>
<td>3.20699E+03</td>
<td>9.07989E+03</td>
<td>2.88687E+04</td>
<td>2.68920</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1000 - 6000</td>
<td>5.35585E+02</td>
<td>2.26555E+03</td>
<td>5.39900E+03</td>
<td>2.49170E+04</td>
<td>2.39146E+04</td>
<td>2.39146E+04</td>
<td>2.53905E+04</td>
<td>2.81837E+05</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n-Hexane</td>
<td>200 - 1000</td>
<td>-5.16597E+03</td>
<td>1.67900E+03</td>
<td>-5.63394E+03</td>
<td>2.52371E+03</td>
<td>2.90434E+03</td>
<td>9.62609E+03</td>
<td>2.45234E+04</td>
<td>2.55496E+05</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuel</td>
<td>Formula</td>
<td>Range</td>
<td>a1</td>
<td>a2</td>
<td>a3</td>
<td>a4</td>
<td>a5</td>
<td>a6</td>
<td>a7</td>
<td>b1</td>
<td>b2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1000-6000</td>
<td>9.15693E-06</td>
<td>-3.23232E+04</td>
<td>7.28970E+01</td>
<td>-4.65426E-03</td>
<td>2.07177E-06</td>
<td>-3.42353E-10</td>
<td>1.97993E-15</td>
<td>2.05970E+05</td>
<td>-4.05110E+02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1000-6000</td>
<td>6.30545E-06</td>
<td>-3.11073E+04</td>
<td>6.90846E+01</td>
<td>-1.04006E-02</td>
<td>-1.28922E-06</td>
<td>5.54322E-07</td>
<td>-2.61534E-14</td>
<td>1.00089E+05</td>
<td>-4.19889E+02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iso-Octane L</td>
<td>C8H18</td>
<td>165.78-386</td>
<td>1.41913E+05</td>
<td>-2.93725E+04</td>
<td>4.16635E+01</td>
<td>-8.43964E-02</td>
<td>2.89414E-04</td>
<td>-2.20058E+07</td>
<td>7.23423E+07</td>
<td>-2.37936E-04</td>
<td>-1.93022E+02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iso-Octane</td>
<td>C8H18</td>
<td>200-1000</td>
<td>-1.68875E+05</td>
<td>3.12693E+04</td>
<td>-2.12350E+04</td>
<td>1.49815E-01</td>
<td>-1.15118E+04</td>
<td>4.47321E-05</td>
<td>-5.54855E-12</td>
<td>-4.45808E+04</td>
<td>1.41745E+02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1000-6000</td>
<td>1.35270E+07</td>
<td>-4.86337E+04</td>
<td>7.79531E+01</td>
<td>-1.42723E-02</td>
<td>-5.57354E-06</td>
<td>7.24523E-10</td>
<td>-8.81919E-14</td>
<td>2.54117E+06</td>
<td>-4.93988E+02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methanol</td>
<td>CH3OH</td>
<td>200-1000</td>
<td>-2.41664E+05</td>
<td>4.33214E+04</td>
<td>-2.04615E+04</td>
<td>6.92386E+01</td>
<td>-7.56933E+04</td>
<td>5.85920E-08</td>
<td>-1.15370E+07</td>
<td>-4.33286E+04</td>
<td>1.40014E+02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1000-6000</td>
<td>3.41157E+06</td>
<td>-1.39560E+04</td>
<td>2.26418E+03</td>
<td>-1.24102E+06</td>
<td>3.73005E-01</td>
<td>-3.46884E+12</td>
<td>1.36607E-15</td>
<td>5.68302E-03</td>
<td>-1.27762E+14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethanol</td>
<td>C2H5OH</td>
<td>200-1000</td>
<td>-2.34279E+05</td>
<td>4.47018E+04</td>
<td>-2.74461E+04</td>
<td>1.13887E+01</td>
<td>-1.30630E+04</td>
<td>3.43734E+08</td>
<td>-2.23456E+11</td>
<td>5.02222E+04</td>
<td>1.78462E+02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbon</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>200-1000</td>
<td>9.49503E+06</td>
<td>-5.64001E+04</td>
<td>2.50467E+03</td>
<td>-1.29144E+05</td>
<td>1.92913E+04</td>
<td>-1.69014E-06</td>
<td>5.31442E-15</td>
<td>5.64573E-03</td>
<td>4.74752E+04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1000-6000</td>
<td>1.20913E+05</td>
<td>1.71932E+05</td>
<td>2.04004E+04</td>
<td>-1.35204E-06</td>
<td>1.42490E-07</td>
<td>-2.90240E+11</td>
<td>1.64212E+05</td>
<td>3.41055E+04</td>
<td>4.13004E+07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydrogen</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>200-1000</td>
<td>4.07832E+04</td>
<td>-8.09815E+04</td>
<td>6.21476E+03</td>
<td>-1.26897E+05</td>
<td>1.75365E-05</td>
<td>-1.20266E+05</td>
<td>3.36360E-03</td>
<td>2.66245E+03</td>
<td>-3.04376E+01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1000-6000</td>
<td>5.66612E+05</td>
<td>-8.37150E+04</td>
<td>2.97536E+05</td>
<td>-1.25224E+06</td>
<td>3.27046E+06</td>
<td>-2.90366E+11</td>
<td>5.33924E-04</td>
<td>2.32077E+05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbon</td>
<td>CD</td>
<td>200-1000</td>
<td>1.48990E+05</td>
<td>-2.92228E+04</td>
<td>5.72547E+03</td>
<td>-8.17523E+03</td>
<td>1.48905E-03</td>
<td>-1.08774E+05</td>
<td>3.27942E-12</td>
<td>-1.03312E+04</td>
<td>-7.95924E+00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1000-6000</td>
<td>4.81919E+05</td>
<td>-1.94705E+03</td>
<td>5.91671E+04</td>
<td>-5.66926E+04</td>
<td>1.38816E+07</td>
<td>-1.78783E+11</td>
<td>9.29398E-06</td>
<td>-2.46628E+04</td>
<td>-1.38747E+02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monoxide</td>
<td>C10H19</td>
<td>200-1000</td>
<td>8.86883E+03</td>
<td>-7.50397E+04</td>
<td>2.49547E+03</td>
<td>-2.95633E+02</td>
<td>3.20777E+06</td>
<td>-1.31841E+10</td>
<td>1.99893E+15</td>
<td>5.70142E+07</td>
<td>-2.06705E+03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### APPENDIX III

**ATMOSPHERIC COMPOSITION**

Table III.1. “Standard Wet Atmospheric” Composition used in the analyses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Percentage (Mole fractions)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nitrogen, N₂</td>
<td>0.7565</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxygen, O₂</td>
<td>0.2029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbon dioxide, CO₂</td>
<td>0.0003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water, H₂O</td>
<td>0.0313</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Argon, Ar</td>
<td>0.0090</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## APPENDIX IV

### FUEL AVAILABILITIES

Table IV.1. Availability values for various fuels

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FUEL</th>
<th>FORMULA</th>
<th>Fuel availability* (kJ/kg)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hydrogen</td>
<td>H₂</td>
<td>115080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbon (g)</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>88802</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbon monoxide</td>
<td>CO</td>
<td>9242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methane</td>
<td>CH₄</td>
<td>50573</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetylene</td>
<td>C₂H₂</td>
<td>47484</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propane</td>
<td>C₃H₈</td>
<td>47546</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benzene</td>
<td>C₆H₆</td>
<td>41055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iso Octane (g)</td>
<td>C₈H₁₆</td>
<td>46244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methanol</td>
<td>CH₃OH</td>
<td>21836</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethanol</td>
<td>C₂H₅OH</td>
<td>28735</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbon (g)</td>
<td>C₂</td>
<td>65161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbon (g)</td>
<td>C₃</td>
<td>54371</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solid Carbon</td>
<td>C (gr)</td>
<td>32865</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbon-Hydrogen</td>
<td>CH</td>
<td>82525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydrogen atom</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>318354</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydroxyl radical</td>
<td>OH</td>
<td>8890</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxygen atom</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>14758</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nitrogen atom</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>32774</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nitrogen oxide</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>3088</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nitrogen dioxide</td>
<td>NO₂</td>
<td>1344</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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